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Report
criticizes
libraries

Hanks-Cosby to speak
COf!1:nzencef!1ent to return to. 'The Yard' for 2,000 graduates

•

By Glenda Fauntleroy

Hours, organization
cited as poor by HUSA

Hilltop Staff Rcpor1er

Ho-ward - University's annual
commencement exercises will host
Camille Hanks Cosby, wife of actor Bill Cosby, as guest speaker
May 9, according to Alan
Hermesch, Howard University's
public Jn formation officer.
A graduate of the University of
Maryland, where she met her husband at a school track meet, Cosby
is a mother of five, according to Jet
magazine . She has devoted her life
•

By Michelle Miller
Hilltop Staff Repor1er

Inconvenient
hours,
poor
organization of facilities and lack of

adequate computer services plague

the university library system, according to a new study prepared by the
Pictured are: Camille Cosby, commencement speaker and Howard
Education Committee of the Howard
University President Jomes E. Cheek.
University Student Association
(HUSA) .
Entitled ''Library Users Survey:
Results, Analysis and Recommendations,'' 1he report was based on questionaires completed by students .
''It was designed to illicite from
students whatever concerns t)J#y have
or had on the university's library
systems,' ' said Dr. "Carl Anderso~,
\•ice president for Student Affairs.
Mark Baker, chairperson of the
Education Committee and compiler
of the surve)', discussed the problems
facing the present library system. Accessibility was his first concern . Improving technology and effectiveness
of the. system in the future were his
second concerns.
··The University n1ust be prepared
fo r 1he inevitable as students alread)·
ha\'e begun to spend more than four
years in college," Baker said. To increase the information stored at the
library system ''audiovisual and computer services must be increased," he
said .
·'The most direct cause of student
di scord lies iri the illogical hours of
o pera1ion and the poor organization
of library facilities," Baker said.
Baker further concluded that '':he
Undergradua1e Library is a failure
because of the lack of planning and
~liolTnl Valenllncffht Hllllop
foresight that was put into the proActivist Angela Davis blomed the Reagan Adminishalion for the problems focin9 bl~lr.1 todo,.
ject .' '
Overcrowding, noise, poor waste
removal, Baker suggested, is due to •
poor planning. '
'
Baker said that ·while the univer~i 1y plans to build two mQre libraries,
i1 ••canni afford temporary solutions; p ,nning ahead for 10 or 15
•
y~ars is ot sufficient ." Instead, he
B,· Alicia R. Ta)·lor
Today in 1987 poJice categorize burning a cross on
sUggests t at long range planning of
a blackt>erson's lawn as vandelism, Davis explained.
Hil lto p 9t aff Reporter
50 )'ears or more would be more ef••A white man was charged with burning without
fecii-.-e and logical .
~.1an}· remember her big afro i11 ll1t: 19iO' s. W"i1iit:
a permit in one case,"she said.
One hundred and fifty one surveys
her hairstyle has changed 10 Jong brown dreadlocks,
Many want to pretend that racism does not exist .
were returned consisting of 11 quesblack activist Angela Davis said she remains the same
But the recent racial incidents in Howard Beach, N. Y.
tion s. Out of that number, 141
activist, militant , fe1nminist, gi\ ing her all to the strugand in Forsythe County, Ga . are reminderS of it, she
undergraduate and nine graduate
gle and the freedom of the race.
said .
· students responded . One student did
Davis, who spoke in ~he School of Social Work last
Davis blames the Reagan administration for many
not indica1e his classification .
Friday as part of the Unity Day celebration, urged
of the problems that plague black Americans. She said
According to the study, most
students 10 become activists, whether it be part -time
that Reagan has insistently encouraged the intensity
studen1 s sur\'eyed go to the library
or full-time . She said that she came to Howard to
of racism.
''once or twice and then for a period
catch a glimpse of the militance arid activism of the
''Reagan is anti-student, anti-youth, and targets our
o f three to fi\'e ho urs during the evenplace where the movement started .
elderly and disabled brothers and sisters, but aids the
ing .'·
Davis, once on the Federal Bureau of Investigaracist -facist people in South Africa," she said.
S1uden1s complained that librar)
tion 's (FBI) 10 Most Wanted list, now teaches in the
Davis said she realized after meeting Reagan and
hours and book s and materials are inethnic-and women's students departments at San
seeing all the make-up .on his face that he had a proadequale . S1udents preferred longer
Francisco State University .
blem because'' he didn't know the difference between
library hours and extension of
Her name became a household word in 1969 when
a poltical arena and a Hollywood stage.' '
weekend library hours . Ther sugshe engaged in a much publicized fight with rhe t·hen
''I always wonder who wrote his script after heargested improved shu1tle bus service
GoV . Ronald Reagan for joining the Communist Paring him speak," she said.
and security, ''less noise, friendlie_r
ty in 1968. The California regents fired her from her
Gaps of racial inequalities in l 987 are worse than
service, and a more comprehensive
teaching post at the University of California at Los
1hey have been in four decades, Davis explained,
catalog and shelving system."
Angeles (UCLA) .
noting that one out of four blacks are unemployed_
Those students who utilize other
Davis' political activism stemmed from being
''Fifty percent to 70 percent of young Afrolibraries primarily use those at other
brought up in the deep south, Birmingham, Ala., she
Americans are out of work and there is no prospect
colleges and universities .
said . She said that she can still remember the year 1954
of them finding a permanant job in their life time,''
when
Emmet
Till's
maimed
body
was
foun~in
a
The report was presented to Dr .
she said.
River
.
·
Dorothy Haith, director of libraries
The solution to one of the problems plaguing black
Racism
is
not
an
accident,
Davis
said.
While
growat Howard University, in April 1987.
America today is to say no to those people who are
ing
up,
racism
remained
unquestioned
and
constant
supplying us with drugs.
She declined to comment on , the
violence
was
prevetant
.
But
in
1980
Davis
said,
study, saying that she would have to
''The United States Government spends more
''Those
who
try
to
eradicate
have
to
first
prove
that
discuss it with her staff.
D Continued on page 11
racism does in fact exist."
,

Angela returns to campus
42-year-o/d promotes activism among student population

1
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This week Homecoming executives announced
Gibson, wt-io was appointed to the
position of chainnan last month, said
Hilltop Staff Rcpor1ers
he is pleased with the Steering ComThe chairman of the Homecoming mittee appointments. The selection
Steering Committee, Joe Gibson •. process is based on recommendations
yesterday made public the commit- by the chairman and passed on to the
Homecoming Policy Board for
tee's Executive Board for 1987-88 .
Taking over the office of Opera- .. approval.
The policy board consists of
tions and Special Projects Manager
is senior Toya Watts; secretary, representatives from the Howard
sophomore, Keea Wesley; and Public University Student Association
Relations Director, junior, Lemeul (HUSA); the Undergraduate Student
Association (UGSA); the Graduate
Levingston.
Program Coordinators are; for the Student Association (GSA); a faculfashion show, senior, Arthur Walker; ty representative; the dean of Student
for the parade, junior, Verda Foster; Life and Activities, Vincent Johns;
for Jazz Night, junior, - Bilal the direclOr of St 1 ~dent Activities,
Freeman; and for the Miss Howard Raymond Archer; the general advisor
Pageant, Miss Howard 1986-87, for the Homecomina Stcerina Committee, Belinda Lightfoot; and the
Khadija Diggs.
''I'm very excited . about Stcerina Committee Chairman.
Accordina to Gibson, among other
Homecoming '87,'' said Gibso·n.
''Next year's homecoming will draw rcquira•i+:11u, applicants must be cwspecial attention because the Bison rently enrolled at Howard, in
will tai(:e on Morehouse College,'' he academic aood standina (2.0 or better) and mull submit a resume · and
said.
~
brief . statement explainina prior
''I think it's particularly important experteACC.
•
for faculty, staff and students to
Newly appointed trca1urer,
come together and brina about a
homccomina like non other in the William Jones llid, "It's aoina to be
hi.story of Howard University,'' the a homccomina to remember. I don't
chairman said.
,.
think we'll - a homecomina of this

By Unda Looney and Brenda Golden

•

•

Drama senlar seminar p.8
Daug E. Fresh visits
Spingarn p.3
le Davis speaks at law
schaal p.2

FA st11denl1 win top

MAIDA -•ds p.I
•

•

• the support of black colleges, acto
cording to Jet noting that she is'·
known for contributing funds to
Fi_sk University

honorary degrees, said Hermesch.
~~gree recipients are Barbara
Pierce Bush, wife of vice-president
George Bush; Lois Mailou Jones
Pierre Noel, artist; Howard Maylor
Fitzbough, former vice-president of
Pepsico; and Thomas Andrew
Dorsey, the father of black gospel
music .
,

Last year Camille and Bill Cosby
pre$entcd a check for SI .3 million
for Fisk University located in
Nashville, Tenn. Dr. James E.
Cheek, Howard University's president, is the chairman of the National Committee for the Preservation ·o f Fisk University.
Howard will also present four

'

.

The ceremony, which will take
_ place on the yard, where 2,0CX>
students will graduate a11d receive
the degrees at their school or
college.

'Hill' fires discussed
Meeting addressed concerns
By Glenda ·Fauntleroy
Hilltop S1aff Reporter

Concerned residents of Meridian
Hill dormitory gathered Tuesday
night to discuss the fires which have
plagued the_dorm during the last four
weeks.
The meeting, which included the
dorm counselor and a staffmembcr
of the District of Columbia Fire
Department, was called after the
dorm was hit by a third trash chute
fire last Tuesday .
According to Rev. Nathaniel
Thomas, head residence counselor,
the fires appear to be the work of an
arsonist.
'''Within the last four weeks, w;:
have had three trash chute fires, aµd
the chance of that happening ac..J
cidently is highly unlikely,'' Thon:ias
said, noting that the fires took place
at the same early morning time and
a1 the same location.
Thonias stressed the seriousness of
the problem and urged Meridian
residents to form a task force to
patrol the dorm, so that the arsonist
can be apprehended. According to
Thomas, the only way the person or
persons will be caught is if all the
residents work together as a whole.
Meridian residents in attendance
also expressed concern about the condition of the dorm's fire safety equipment, noting that the alarm system
failed to operate during the first fire.
Students asked Thomas about the
smoke detectors in each room, the
maintenance of the fire alarms in the
halls, the sprinkler system in the trash
chute and the doors 1·availble for
emergency exits.
According to Thomas, all equipment is in working order and was in
operation during the last two fires.
Thomas did not discuss why the fire
alarm failed to sound during the first
incident.
A District Fire Department
member offered residents guidelines
to follow during fire emergencies.
Firefighter Daniels stressed that the
most 'impgrtant thing to remember in
time of a fire is to remain calm.
''If you panic and lose coiitrol, you
will most definitely make stupid decisions that may bring a lot of harm to
yourself and others around you,"
Daniels said.
Daniels told residents to roll out of
bed, crawl to tl1e door and feel the
doorknob, if they smell smoke. If the
knob is warm, he advised, keep the
door shut and stay low.
Residents on floors one and two
can use the window as a means of
- escape. but anyone about the second
floor Should remain in their room, he
said.
''Please, by all means, do not
jump. No matter how good of an
athlete you may think you arc, you

Park SquareMeridian shuttle
shot at last week
8)' Tracey L. Dawkins
Hilltop Starr Reporter

A Meridian bus was shot at
Friday night at I 5th and Belmont streets, N. W _while bringing Park Square and Meridian
students home from the main
campus.
At approximately 8:45 p.m.,
Charles Lucas, the night driver
for the Meridian bus said .that
he heard a loud noise which
sounded like someone was clapping their hands.
The students on the bus immediately informed Lucas that
someone had shot at the '(bus
and that fine pieces of shattered
glass were In the seats. Lucas
stopped tht·bus at Park Square,
ran inside and phoned 911 for
police asistance.
According to Lucas, the
dispatcher was rude and asked
a number of questions .
''I just got upset and hung up
the phone," said Lucas. ''It
was not the first time that the
bus had been shot at and it is
a shame that a city, such as
D.C. does not have better
emergency service.''
Approximately 10 minutes
after Lucas' phone call, officer
Rivera from the Metropolitan
Police Department arrived. According to Rivera, the bus had
apparently been hit with a pellet
pistol, which is similar to a hebe gun. It shoots lead and can
cause severe harm, he said.
Lucas appeared very upset
about the incident, but said he
was glad that no one was hurt.
He estimated the two window's
damage to be $400, which will
be covered by the insurance
company.
The shuttle bus was running
on an extended late night
schedule Friday due to several
main campus events.
can not jump safely from a third
floor window," Daniels said.
He told residents to keep their
doors closed and to hang something
out of a window so that they can be
easily spotted by the firefighters
when
...
they arrive.
Since the fires appear to originate
in the dorm's trash chute, one female
resident suggested that the trash
O Continued on P•I~ 11
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magnitude in the near future.''
Lightfoo~,. ~ssociatc director ?f - - - - , , '--=~--:. ------------------student ac11vu1es who ha• served. as
general advisor for the Homecoming f l 4
I
li
Steering Committee since 1979, said _4
_ _~
~
the committee got a head start this
.J'.
' J.
• '. year.
· /
'i
''I'm optimistic given the relatively .early selection of the staff." She
said past selections were generally not
announced until the last of April cir
early May.
Also comprising the steering committee are faculty and staff representatives from the university's marchina
band, the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics, the Department
of Alumni Affairs, and a representative from the Washington, D.C.
chapter of the Aluoini Association.
According to Gibson, the representatives are appointed to the board by
their respective organizations. Those
names will be announced late next
1
week, he said.
Gibson said the committee has a
list of tentative plans for next year's
homecoming activities. He said,
however, that they cannot be released before Friday, April 17, when the
budaet for thole events will before
the home<0mi111 policy board to be

uowall'd Re'ays acti'on
1
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African students seek campus unit.y
enhance our unity. African countries
and the diaspora regions need strons:

By Yolaadra A. Plummer
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

Embroiled in a democratic debate
over ''Your Excellency," the proper
title of the ambassador of their country, the members of the African
Students Association held a meeting
Friday, April 10 Douglass Hall.
The African Students Association
is actively striving to bµild a stronger
Africa, unity among each other and
stronger ability to promote their
Africa. ''We are concerned with con{ronting the problems of A~rica . to
aay," said Lau Masha, president of
the organization.
' ' \\·e " 'ant to fulfill the goals and
objectives o( our organization by giving the community a better awareness
of our organization, dispeling the
misconceptions held about us by our
'
non-African and African friends,
fostering unity between non-African
and African students and provoking \vhir h is effective," he said .
interest to others to join our \ In striving to convey their message
across to the students on the campus,
organization," he said.
While the AFA has been in ex- Christian C . Nwachukwu, an
istence for quite some time, it now economics major and the group's
wishes to foster an active existence public relations officer, said, ''We as
that will address their concerns as students should display a projection
of oneness among ourselves.''
citizens of Africa .
Students on the campus could help
''In the past, th( organization has
nor had much me1nber participation. the AFA by exhibiting more cohesion
It is not the same association it was among themselves as well said
Nwachukwu.
before." Masha said.
''Blacks on a whole, Carribean,
''It is -new . \Ve are attempting to
be son1c;thinjt we were not before Jamaican or black American, have

'
l

•

leaders to make a strona Africa. The
most imponant aspect is to get know·
one another, he said.

"All AF A's in the area should be
working toaether periodically. There
arc vast amounts of Africans in the
metropolitan D.C. area, 1 ' (darsha
continued.
•
In the future, Masha wants the
Association to act as a lobby
organization to promote the desires,
interests and goals of the association.
By increasing their power, he hopes

•

Dttvis

Allf'n Brown/T~ Hilltop

never mingled together. It is a
historical problem. We arc;.still under
a spell of intellectual enslavement.
We need to build each other up, instead of tearing another down."
''Non-unity not only exists on the
campus, but is in our communities as
well,'' Masha added. ''We are just
transferring it. The campus can be a
starti ng ground for unity. This is
where it should be do~ne . ''
Masl\a also said that it is necessary
to become a part of an organization
to be a stronger people and to

sp~aks

at school

·constitution-spring from my respon·
sibi lty. I am a citizen and as tl!e
preamble states ''We the Peopl, For

Stefani LaCour

campus.
Some members have complained
about the misunderstandings between
Afro-American students and AfricAn
0
students.
·

-

Frt•sd•o Crowelle Jr,/llte HSI If

By Kellye Clark and

'to be heard and spread beyond the

-

-

,

Hilltop S1aff Reporter

the People, By the People" - I om a
' people.
·
The future will be determined by
''The Constitution owes us a Jcbt
wha\-s'fudents do now said Ossie

Chibuzo Ekekwe, the secretary of
the AFA s,id, ''There is a gap between us . We do not understand one
another's customs and traditions. As
foreign student s, we already have
stumbling blocks ahead of us, so we
must work together. We have to adjust to their ,way of life."
Also
speaking
on
the
misunderstanding,
Stanley
Orimongunje, the vice-president said,
''Some of the students treat us as if
we are inferior because we have an
accent aild our personal appearances."
·
0 Continued on page 11

of gratitude. We have been stucturcd
in the attitude by some great men nf
the past for example Fredril.!lc
Douglass.''
Douglass never turned his back on
the Constitution, a document that
had not made up its mind about
black people, Davis said, and he
mold it in a way that would benefit
blacks.
Davis, a Howard alumnus, said
until this day it has not served all the
people with equal justice. ''Thanks to
people like Douglass, Martin Luther
King Jr., and Rosa Parks, all who
had a moral purpose behind the

Davis at a lecture entitled ''Blacks
and the Constitution'' held at the
Law School Monday .
Davis, noted actor and playwright,
urged st udents to discover what they
want the constitution to do for them
and what will make it possible for
them to survive another 200 years.
''There is no commitment to the
constitution for what it is but for
where it will lead us," Davis said. ''It
must lead us in a path of justice or
we will perish. .
•''Much is to be learned about the
document (U.S. Constitution) and
history of our people," he said.
''My credentials to speak or1 the

•
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If you're like qlost college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&r Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
~ AT&r offers.so many terrific values~ For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&r's day rate on calls during
weekends
until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
'
\ to 8 am,
Sunda,y through Friday.
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 383
· off our day rate.
•
Ever dial a wrong 11umber? Am gives you
. immajj3te·credit if you do. And of course, you can count on
· Am for clear long dista."l.ce connections any place you call.
To find out more about how A'lM' can helP. save you mon~
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have to h!iJlg·a rounWith
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, a(I 806-22i.Q.@ ·•

'
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•'After his visit, I went to the library and

•

•

really read the books there for the first time.
The information on our history and our black

•

struuie for equality astounded me, and I have

0

01986AT&T

•

•

'

been committed ever since,'' Anderson

paaf 5

•

e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let the.m
pick up the tab whene11-er possible.

•

'

-ihe right

'

•

•

. ~J .: O
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service.

University in the l 960's. He told the audience
that after a campus visit by civil riahts ictivist
Malcolm X, he and his ''black intellectual''
friends joined and committed their lives to the

Oii

..

d) Count on AT&T for·exceptional value and high quality

the black struale durin1 his Yelin at Lincoln

o-c-....-

• l•I

, ,..,,

1: 11 1. ~ 11 ,
I
, l 1n .. ...,,,,.,

11:. 1· ' !-i•• Jn.
·~ · ··"'

'

Anderson said he was motivated io joinina

cxpl•i"ed.
•
•
Anderson became involved in the effort of

t'!O : ! . !: .. ;J,

!

Save 38% off Al&T's weekday Nie on out-ofrslare ·
'
calls during evea 1ings.

marli:Clable," he said.

'

.. ,1 1
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While intelligence has been considered a
stigma in the black community forcing many
black intellectuals 10 remain silent, the time has
come for black intellects to step into the
forefront 9f the black community and fead the
black equality struggle, said Dr. Sam Anderson, a mathematics professor during a program
Tuesday in the School of Social Work
Auditorium .
~
The program, en1i1led, ''Black Intellectuals:
Liberators and Collaborators'' was sponsored
by HUSA, and focused on the importance or
the black intellectual to help make sense of the
black race's past and insight into its future.
. Anderson , author of ''The Pitfalls of Black
Intellectuals," urged black college students to
commit themselves to the struggle, instead pf
trying to assimilate into mainstream society.
''Blacks are not free. We have a symbolism
of freedom . It is very unfortunate that those
blacks who think that we have become free
have become teachers and are spreading this
blatant misinformation,'' Anderson said.
Dr. Mack Jones, a political science professor
at Howard University and Todd Shaw, a senior
political science major at Howard , joined
Anderson on the panel .
According to Jones, many black students arc
only concerned with the majors and courses.
that will help them get a high paying job.
''We have been conditio ned to believe that
our salvation lies not in brain power, but in
green ppwer, '' he said. ''There is a disdain for
cultural subjects, as we are told that
mathematics and science arc the only fields
available for the intellectual mind."
However , 'many people who think they ar'e
intellectual, actually arc not Jones said. They
are ''intellectual-"·orkers," experts in one field,
and people who work simply in 1hat area of
their expertise.
Jones defines an intellectual as a serious individual committed to de\!elop a clear
understanding of the world, politics,
economics, science, geography, history and
literature included.
Offering a student perspective to the panel,
Shaw gave his opinion on the consciousness of.
black collcaiates. He said that black students
fail to see the idea withour dollar signs. \
''It is impossible to make black college
students fi1ht for the black struaJe, when the
nruale does not carry'a dollar sian, and is not

strJule.

1 •0 ~

' ·''

,, ,

v

b) Don't buy textbooks when ''Monarch Notes'' will do

•

8)' Glenda Fauntleroy
Hill1op Staff Reporter

•

•
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•
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Coalition
supports
•
re-opening
Atlanta
child case

Satellite network
links universities
By Terictla Williams
Hilltop S1arr Reporter
Exten~ive

quests . They receive these programs
from a meter dish-four to six feel in
diameter which displays the information on classroom monitors and
televisio.n sets.

communication between
black universities nationwide is now
According to Phifer. ''the qualicy
possibll! due to the linkage created by of our program is good enough for
the Black College Satel lite Telecom- anybody in any college or universily,
munications Network (BCSTN), con- not just for Ho\\•ard Universitv , ''
•
firmed Dr. Mabel Phifer, director of
the office of satellite communcations
Phifer said the Office of Saiellite
at Ho"·ard University .
, Communications is responsible for
This network is a single channeled, the management .of the BCSTN and
11on-co1nmercial celevision progr'am- the means of a ''contracting satellite
ming .~ervice which links 105 black service.'' This means providing sercolleges chrough state-of-the-arc \'ices for business industries, governtechnology .
ment organizations or anyone who
needs the service .

By Lauren Cooper
Hilliop Slaff Reporter

The National Third World Student

Coaliton (NTWSC) is supporting efforts for the re-opening of the Atlan-

ta child murder case. The NTWSC

''We did what was known as a
food and law conference looking at
the issue of hunger in 1he world,' ' she
said.
Phifer said they are al so involved
with federal agencies by transmitting
information and data by video.

Dougie Fresh is gre• ted by one of the 600 students t hat turned out at Spingarn High

School for an anti-drug, stay-in-school rally during which the rap artist spoke.
•

''We'd like to think of it as a very
comprehensive network that deli\•ers
voice, video and data to college and
universities and any other continues
1hat need our servi ces, '' she said .

''Thi ~

te:ecommunications net\\"Ork will have the capability of
u1,grading existing curricul~l and ex·
panding new and innovative course
of:-erings at post-secondary educa·
tiunal institutions across the country, " Phifer said .
Phifer said their majro patrons are
the linkage between the historically
black colleges and their membership .
She said . ''bu1 \\'e cooperate with
some other net\vo rks which expands
o ur outreach to other colleges and
'
. .
u111\'ers1t1es .
The net"·ork, according to Phifer,
now has more than 70 members and
additional arrangements with educatio nal networks which increases the
o utreach to more than 400 additional
colleges and universities .
''At a time of rapidly escalating
cos1s, the BCSTN offers wide .range
of institutions the opportunity to
share and benefi1 from one another's
considerable resources," said Phifer.
Each college is able to receive progiams and information geared to
meet 1heir educational needs and re-

..

Phifer said she considers 1he network to be a campu s fo cus. The net work, she said , allo,1:s 1he colleges to
do mos1 of the programming but the)'
assist \\1ith 1he actual production .
' ' It becomes an avenue to do what
I like to think that many people have
written about or need to d9. To n1ovc
these colleges and universi1ies in10 the
mainstream,·· she said .
This service, she said , provides the
colleges not only with a unit to
receive the same informa1 io n fro m
another sc hool, but it also allo\VS
1hem to recruit s1udents 10 th eir
campuses.
Phifer said, ' ' An y very strong and
viable purpose 1ha1 a campus has, '"'e
can arrange a hook-up so the}' ca_n
share that inforn1ation " 'ith a campus
" have it . ··
that may not
•

The ~ J.l.~:i.Ttl~ .P!.ovj d 1_s ~.l.h,C.

technology nffired to ma'"e i'ti1s poss1·
ble . The tost-effcctiveness of the
technology permit s an extension for
more involvement in the develo pment
and implementation o f new program
for the colleges.

Doug E. Fresh visits Spingarn
warning students about drugs
''To be successful, stay smart
and stay away from drugs,"
Dougie said. ''School is very important . It's 1he key to success. I
realize that it helped me get to
,..,here I am 1oday."
Dougie ended his presenta1ion
'''ith a rap that through the
students in a frenzy.
Sligar Bear urg·e·d the youths 10
get their priorities straight.

8)· Darrell Morris
H illto p Sta ff Reporter

•

Popular N. Y. rap artist Dougie
Fresh urged students to stay a\vay
fro1n drugs and s1ay in school a1
a rail)' held Wedne sday at
Spingarn High School .
''Drugs \viii ruin your life . You
see examples of this everyday such
as the si1ua1ion wilh crack in Ne'v
York," he told the cro\\·d of 600
stltdent s. The rally was sponsored
by \\' DJY Radio and also featured
guest speaker Sugar Bear of Ex perience Unlimited, a D.C . based
go-go band .
Disc Jockc)' Chris Berry told
student s that drug users ha\•e
ad\ erse affect s on people around
them .
..,
''Drugs darn age )'Our famil y life
and )'our personal life . Thi11k of
other s as '''ell as yourself,'' he

''This is your chance to
be successful. Don't
blow it!''
'
Sugar Bear
''You (sluden1s)· must understand that educating yourself and
turning a"'3}' from drugs is vital to
making it in life," he said.

1

s<ijQ........... ...... ··- ·-· ...... ..

''Don ' t be concerned if others
thi11.k ., Q.f yuu .as a.; bQl.i9. This is

, . ..

your chance to bt Successful .
Please don'1 blo\\1 it!''
Sugar Bear also urged the
students not to be so concerned
'''ith material 1hings.

The students \\'ere not told of
tl1c program ahead of time and
'''ere thrilled '''hen Dougie Fresh
and the Get Fresh C rew s1epped
up 1he podiun1 .

''I see students walking around
'''ith Fila's, expensive Nikes and
cars. That's putting emphasis on
the "' rang 1hing," he said.
''I didn't get my first pair of
converse until J was in high schoo.
Now I see students with these expen seive things in the early
grades," he added.

Ann Thomas, principal of
Spingarn high said that hopefully
input from teen role models will
have a positive effect on students.
''\Ve believe !hat class attendance is related to school success.
I think that hearing Dougie Fresh
and other popular figures will be
well received by the students," she
said .
Johnson pointed out 1hat
Spingarn is mandated to have a 92
percent annual a11endance rate .
Presently, however, the School is
behind that goal .
''This was one tactic in an array of dirferent strategies that we
are using. Hopefully it will help
the problem," she added.

'

•

School budget
raised-for '88

•

t1st1runon

8 )' Tenetia Williams
Hilltop S1aff Reporter
'

voices.
,

But today the freedom of
speech that rernains the hallmark
of our Constitution may be
threatened.
The NAAAF Essay tontest is
designed to emphasize the importance of free speech and open
deba te in a vital area.
'
In.his best-selling book. They
Dare to SIJ!'.ak Out: People and
Institutions Confront Israel's
Lobby. former Congressman Paul
Findley sounds an alarm: "Ir is clear
that 1nany Americans do norfeel chey
can sp<ah f reely on one of the .masc
contplica ccd and challenging current
issues The Arab-Israeli dispute."
ls he right> What do YQ!! think?
.,' Full time college and university students are invited to submit a critical essay of 2.500 words or less
on the subject "The Development of American Middle East Policy: ls
Free Speech Threatened>"
There' \viii be 200 regional \vinners of Sl.000 each and 10 natioAal
\vinners of an additional $4.000 each.
The contest is sponsored by the NAAA Foundanon. a charitable
organization \vhich carries out educational programs on Middle East
su~ects

(' •.U.-p· ·• l "'' ' ""'

,,,,.

•

•

personnel," the report read.

1

Tele\ ision commentator Tom Braden sen.res as Honoral)rChairman· 1
.
I "
of the Selection Committee. Distinguished columnist Carl Ro,van is
' ,......, ' ;.;;~:-------~--.'\wards Chairman.
I Send to: NAAA Founda1ion. P.O. Box 19t+t.
Send us the coupon for details and entry forms .
1
·L
\Vashingl<?n·EC
20036
_
_
_
_
_
..J
Entries must be postmarked by May 31. 1987.

'

1

•
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Despite the efforts of th.: Reagan Administration to decrease
funding for higi\er education, the House's proposed budget to
increase monies for fiscal yedr 1988 was approved, according
to the House lludget Plan Report released Monday.
The btidget plan assumes an increase of $2.20 billion to what
the administration proposed for fiscal 1988.
According to the report, increases are for Pell grants whi le
the President's budget would result in one million fewer students
recieving Pell grants.
It maintains college work study, supplemental education op·
portunity grants (SEOG), and state incentive grants, which are
currently financially aiding two million students.
''The Committee assumes full funding at the fiscal year 1987 ·
authorization level for historically black colleges and univer·
sities, '' the report indicated.
This budget plan also established to rejuvenate competition
in education between the United States and other countries.
While the administration's proposed budget cut the competition, the House budget ''offers an opportunity for increasing.
numbers of our young people to live up to their full potential,''
said Rei). Frank J . Guarini (D-N .J) .
''W hile the President's budget would have slashed the education budget by 21¥. this budget resolution ,provides potentially
significant increases in order to maintain and expand key education reSources, '' he said.
Guarini considers this resolutuion ''to be fair'' and ''balanced'' in meeting the national goals in fiscal 1988.
In addition to increases in the funding for higher education,
the budget plan also assumes a three year reduction of $42 billion
in Defense Depanment allocations.
Other issues that the NTWSC is inHowever, it constitutes a three percent military and civilian
volved in are fighting the Reagan Ad·
pay raise in January fisca l 1988, 1989 and 1990.
ministration on budget cut proposals
''The Committee recommendation therefore makes no sPecific
in education, building membership ef
assum ptions as to where adjustments would be made but rather
the NTWSC, creating a NTWSC
assumes that any ad justments required to meet the budget funresource center, and enpowering
ding levels would be at the discretion of the two responsible comstudents of color on a ll cam puses.
mittees," the report said.
The NTWSC is an affiliate of the
The Defense Department will decide where monies received
United States Student Associaton.
will be distributed in the deparment.
The committee feels that there is adeq uat~ funding to update
For those interested in the progress
military, but better management would meet the defense needs .
and more details of the re-opening of
''Such better management practices include more use of multi-•. the Atla nta Child Murder case, Ron
year contracting, adj ustments to p rior year programs a nd more
Kuby will be speaking at The Univereffective and efficient utilization of defense military and civilian
sity of the District of Columbia on
1

'

J

Commemorating the Anniversary of the Constitution • 200 Years • 200 Winners

has placed the issue on the top of its
agenda for 1987.
The case which was closed in 1981
with the conviction of \Vayne
Williams, is to be re·opened due to
evidence of Klu Klux Klan
jnvolvement.
Last .yC.ir, a habeas corpus was fil ed by_ lawyers Alan Dershowitz ,....
William Kunstler, and Ron Ruby,
who have volunteered their service
for thcr case.
The NTWSC plans to start cam·
paigns acorss the country to publicize
the efforts 10 re-open the Atlanta
child murder case. According to
Alycee Lane , organi zer for the
NTWSC, ''The evidence of Klan involvement was covered up in order to
avoid raci'al violence."
The premises for the case re·
opening is based on a small secret in·
vestigation 1hat was being carried out
by the Georgia Bureau of Investigation and members of the Atlanta
police force during the time of the
murders, Lane said.
Informa~ wa s
re cei ved
anonymously by Lynn Watley,
Wayne Williams's ne\v defen ce
lawyer, concerning the discoveries of
the secret investigation she said..::..
According to the secret investigation's discoveries, a Klu Klux Klan
family may be linked to the murders
in an a1fempt to ignite a race \var between blacks and whites in the south
capital city.
The_evidence was ke~t secret du~
ini ~tRc ~P\e ot lfi'e" muraers-Jng
public investigation was hindered-b)'
officials in order to avoid an out·
break of racial violence, Lane said.
The case was closed with Wayne
Williams being implicated for committing the murders of the 30 young
black males and convicted for the
murders of two older black males . He
received a sentence of t\VO consecutive life sentences.
Lane says that the NT\VSC 's involvement is in order to educate a·n
organize black people on white
supremacy and racial violence . She
also says that black Americans are
living under ill4-Sion that racial
violence is something that is going to
happen but it is really already
happening.
She sees the re-opening of the
Atlanta child murders case as an issue
that will spark awareness of the reality of racial violence.
- ''We want to do something with
people's energy'' she said concerning
the awareness the re-opening of the
case will bring.
She says that the Red Ribbon
Campaign has already begun and
that people can show their support by
wearing a red ribbon which will sym·
Polize solidarity for the poeple of
Atlanta and the reality of racial
violence.
,,..
The NTWSC is an organization
which promotes the interests of the
people of color. Its aims are to im·
pact national edl,\C~tion policy for
students of color-. ·
The organization also seeks to
create student self-identity, increase
student involvement in social change
and to be the international represent3tive of st udents of colo r.

May 15th.
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The Hilltop is still accepting applications
for Production Director and Sports
Editor. Stop by the HUltpp office for an
application or call 636-6866/67 /68 for
more informati~n.
.
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U ~s. policy slights democracy
poltical and economic domination
not only in Central America tfut also
in other Third World countries since

By Cltiaere Emeruwa
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

the end of World War II, according

'

The kind of foreign policy the

Reagan administration is pursuing in

Central America subVcrts, rather

than promote democracy in the
region, according to a speech
delivered in the lecture room of the
Undergraduate bibrary, Wednesday.

This policy has "systematically
undermined democracy in almost any

sense of the word,'' said .Susanne
Jonas, a professor of political science

at the University of California at San·
ta Cruz and guest speaker of the
seminar entitled ''U.S. Policy in Central America: Implications for
Democracy at Home and Abroad."
''The forces we arc supporting in

tentral America .arc the

•

•

lc~st

democratic, •• Jonas said. v .iolat1ng
human rights, ' ' they are outright ~cr 
roris.ts, '' she said. the administration
has continued to fund the Central
Americans as long as they maintain
successful military operations, which
means they kill more civillian.s a~d
cause more economic destruction 1n
the region, she said. Jonas added that
what our government is doing in Central America today shows that our
policy is really incompatible "'.ith the
promotion of democracy in the
region.

Th' U.S . has pursued the policy of

to Jonas . She said this policy stems

from U.S. economic dependence on
some raw materials and cheap labor

from Third World countries. To
maintain U.S. access to these
resources, they must continue to
practice their policy of domination.

•

She added that this policy has been
pursued by both Republican and
Democratic adminstrations .
Even election results in such proAmerican countries as , El Salvador
and · Guatemala support the U.S.
policy toward Central America does
not promote democracy in the region .
Jonas said that the elections held in
these countries were not '' open elections.'' Most of the leftist brganizations were not repesented in the
elections.
However, Jonas said the U.S. was
quick to condemn the 1984
Nicaraguan election, even though
Aturi Cruz', a former contra leader
pulled out of the election by the U.S..
when they realized that his participation would force the election to be
considered fair. She added that most
European nations that observed the
election regarded it as being fair.
Since the 1979 revolution that
overthrew the the Samosa governmerit in Nicaragua, the Sandanista
government has embarked on a
literacy campaign, on health programs and on land reforms. These
re forms are what is worrying -'t he

Commentary
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Around the World
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Natalie S1roud
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Nor1h Kbrea is demanding tha1 it
be declared co-host \Vith South Korea
for the 1988 Summer Olympics.
A North Korean representative
said that North Korea even wants the
narnes of the events to reflect the uni ty of lhe two countries in this
endeavor.
' 'The North Korean government's
position is that the South may use the
name '24th Olympics in Seoul' while
the North will use the name'24th
Olympics in Pyongyang,''' said Choe
In Kwak, a leading member of the International Affairs Bureau of North
Korea.
Nonh Korea will boycott the
games if it is not allowed to host at
ICast one-.third of the evfltS.
Pope John Paul II mounted a campaign against a bill legalizing divorce
in Argentina, one of only seven countries which forbid divorce.
''Divorce contribu1es to the suffocatina of society,'' said the Pope at
a mass hdd at an Air Force industrial

plan in Cordoba.
The Po'p e asked the crowd, ''How
can a man be asked to continue to be
faithful to his country, to work rules,
to the carryina out of law and contracts, if the bonds of marriqe are
broken?''
'.

The ArJentine Conaress has

pos1poncd voting on the bill until the
Pope completes his visj1.
Ireland, Paraguay, Malta, Andorra , San Marino, and the Phillippines are the only other countries that
currently prohibit divorce .
Fra11cois Mitterrand, the president
of Pari s, has pardoned a Chinese
tranvestite and former opera singer
from a six year sen1ence that was
handed down last year.
Shi Peipu was convicted for posing as the 'vife of a French fOreign
ministry worker and passing secrets
to Beijing.
Bernard Boursicot and Peipu had
been qiarried 20 years and Boursicot
never suspected that his wife was a
man, according to court testimony .
Thirteen civilians were wounded
.,,·hen t\\'O car bombs exploded in a
'business distric1 of Beirut's Christian
sector, police repor1ed.
The explosion occured when a
Volkswagon packed with 30 pounds

of TNT and a Mercedes-Benz load'-~

with 90 pounds of explosives, blew
up lS yards apan and at S minute in~
tervals, according to police.
At least .lO people have been kill·
cd in bomb explosions in Beirut since
1987 I>eaan.
No group has claimed repsonsll»ilia
1y for the action.

comp/Jed from news
wlm by NM·• Stroud. fltlllr)p St'lfJ
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UnfortunatelJ., you
can't go on that night.
That pri~i;~
reserved for ·
Branson, founder of Vll'gin
Atlantic. This s'ummer,
he'll actually be

attempting to cross the
ocean in a hot air balloon.
And you? If you want
•
to fly from Newark to
London, you11 just have to
settle for our very in~ive and ·
comfortable Virgin 747 s.
Sorry. But while Mr. Branson gets to
spend three fun.filled days (maybe even
more) bouncing around in a tiny capsule,
boiling by day and fJeezing by night. and
staring~ at bJinkin& instrument
panels and motionless )lre8lure sa••ses.
you'll be bced to settle for a coiDb1able
seat and attentiYe service. Aus hit aiovies,
Illr

music videos, comedy
programs, etc. All coming
at you through a pair of .
serious electronic headsets.
Can you believe it~
And while Richard is '~
living it up on re-hydrated
whatever-it-is and.yummy
vitamin supplements, you11
have to make do with a
hot meal, and a snack
besides.

.

And get this. Tu top it off, Richard
Branson gets to pay over a million doD•ra
more than you do.
That's right! Over a million
dollars more!
Some people have all
the luck.
'n.ke UI for all :wfte IQt.
'

•
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Aces are

IO

called from the Latin as, • unit of

· northern black students to

lght.

raise money to help other blacks in
1 the
south, he said. He was also an active member of the Black Panthers .
Schools, according to Anderson,
train black people to become
intellect-workers-failing to educate
them to be critical or analytical.
•

•

LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGING
CAREER?
DO
'

As a result, Anderson said, it is dif-

YOU . ENJOY HELPING
OTHERS?

ficult to motivate youna .people to
take extra cultural courses or do oom-

Prom
Time!
Party

•

DO YOU POSSESS MANAGERIAL

munity work, but the nCC!I has to be

stressed.
' 'Every sociey 1 every racial group •
needs inteUects,'' he said. ''lntellcc- .
tuals are crucial to the ~vl!lopment

\

of a people."

Unfortunately

Time!
Tuxedo

SKILLS OR POTENTIAL?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A PROFESSION T HAT
DEMANDS A
SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY, THE
ABILITY TO BE RESOURCEFUL AND RESPONSIVE TO THE NEEDS OF OTHERS?

.

Anderson. He mimicked what he

called the typical Howard student's

life goals, sayina,"lf I can

-
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by .the year 2000 · n11ny prcsen1
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Furthermore, Anderson rane•ked
that tbooe ll\ldents who do DOI oommit thaDlelves to becomi'll a part in
the struale. are simply sayiq that
they ao aJona with tbe 111e11 • IOCial
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p1ogram.
Anderson said be believes tba1
anyone who is not helpina In the solution, is the enemy.
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AS A PROGRESSIVE FIRE SERVICE
LEADER WE
OFFER AND ENCOURAGE
UNLIMITED CAREER AND
PERSONAL GROWTH AS WELL
AS NUMEROUS CAREER
SPECIAL TIES.
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PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY
GOVERNMENT
-AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER,

.

The Hiiitop

SALARY RANGE:S16,421-S20, 772
EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
fOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
•

PRINCE OEOROE'S COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DIVISION
14500 CHURCH STREET
•
UPPER MARLBORO, MD. 111172
•
AlTENTION: TYRONE N. WELLS, FIMEhGHTER

· OR CAIJ. (301) '52 •7U

act my

B.A. from Howard and my M.A. for
somewhere else, I can mike 40 pand
a year and my BMW is just six
months away.••
Howaes, ADdenoa predicted that

Time!

.

black. student' s

whole concern is 10 "1ct over," said

)

THE PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT IS SEEKING
.ENTHUSIASTIC MEN AND
WOMEN TO FILL THE ENTRY
·
LE'1 EL
POSITIONS
OF
FIREFIGHTER ,
PARAMEDIC
TRAINEE, AND
. EQUIPMENT DISPATCHER I
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Japan hurts or

helps us?

Darrell Morris
The Reaaan administration took a
tough and popular stance in imposing a 100 percent tariff on $300
million worth of Japanese electronic

force. They have bec..>mC models of
The Japanese, have threatened to
capitalist expansion. For ex•mple, in retaliate. The consumer would feel
1986 Japan had a trade surplus of $83 ~ t!~~ _brunt of aily trade wu to
billion--SS8.6 billion with the U.S. would result. The lower dollar would

America has had to live with the stimulate American busineu, which
goods. This caused the U.S. dollar to
fall to a record low of 144.7 Japanese fact that its once unquestioned is what Washington is bank.in& on.

,

dominance in innovr.tive technoloaY

But the dollar's lower value wilf pro.
has been challenged by Japan. The bably have an inflationary effect
Japanese now produce more robots · domestically.
than the U.S.-the country that in_'_With Japanese goods more expenvented them.
In 1980 the U~ited States had a S27 sive because of tariff, consumers
would _tum to American aoods.
billion trade surplus in Matrtedl'proDomestic manufactures could raise
ducts. In I i-86, the United States has
the price of their goods but keep them
a trade-deficit in this area for the first
below the Japanese price.
.
.
ing on a pro111:ise to buy several $20 time-a deficit to the tune of
billion.
It is ironic that the situation could
million U.S. supercomputers.
affect the U.S. deficit in an adverse
So what is at issue is more t an ·ust
In reality, the action is a repudia- .
way: . The Japanese, in trying to
tion o( a regime, its culture and suc- microchip ''dumping.'' It c cc ns
stab1l1ze the yen's rise, is said to be
cess. The Japanese, after suffering the'ego of a nation. In fact, th S 00
considerating a curb on the outflow
total defeat at the hands of the million in tariffs is only a drop i the
of capital.
United States in World War 11, have bucket when compared with the total
Thi~ could curtail the Japanese
thrust themselves into the task of amount of U.S.-Japanese trade
which amounted to $112 billion last financing of the budget deficit. They
building their economy.
do this by buying U.S. bonds. By
While the Unit=:d States was busy year. Japanese cars are not affected .
some estimates, the Japanese picked
trying to keep millions of its citizens Of course, there was no admonition
up $4S !:>illion to $SO billion of U.S.
01..t of the mainstream of society, the for the U.S. companies that buy the
bonds last year.
Japanese were mobilizing their work cheaper microchips .
yen.
Ostensibly, this action was in
response to unfair trade practicCs by
Japan . The Japanese arc accused of
selling microchips at below their production cost, thus undermining
American makers of the product. In
addition, they are accused of reneg-

,

Run again Jesse, run

·

Jesse Jackson lias not yetofficially announcand Jackson 3.2 million. More than 10 million
ed his intention to seek the 1988 Democratic
blacks voted for Mondale in the general elec-'
presidential nomination. But it is a secret to
tions. The Democratic nomination is Jackson's
no one. He will run; he ought to run. And this
if he can increase voter registration and gain
time with the benefit of his 1984 experience,
a large black turnout at the polls next spriag.
he has a real chance of capturing the
And what is Jackson's platform for this
nomination
election? Economic justice for all Americans,
The first round of primaries and caucuses
and a reinvestment in America. In domestic
'
for the Democratic presidential nomination is
policy, he is · strongly against drug abuse,
'
•
less than a year away and eight candidates have
violence, and teen pregnancy.He is also callalready joined the hunt. Candidates include
ing for an end to hunger, malnutrition, ilfomer Arizona governor Bruce Babitt, Sens.
literacy, and homlessness in America. He opUnlike most races, blacks arc a sidered second class citizens. Some · discrimination?lptra-racial ,
Albert Gore (fenn) Jr. , Joseph Biden (Del),
posed the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings balancdiscrimination is, not suprisingly,
diverse people with diverse interests still argue that they are.But now
and Paul Simon (Ill), Rep Richard A.
ed budget bill apd wants the welfare system and
running rampant on Howard~s camyet they share a common goal .
Gephardt (Mo) and former Colorado senator
changed to shifr emphasis towards self help The variety is so great that you can
pus.If the students here arc to be tru:..
Gary Hart. And more are expected to join the
programs. On foreign policy, Jackson wants find blacks \vho can pass for ·
ly 'Howardized', shouldn't this pro' ccss of promote loyalty and unity incrowded field.
changes in U.S. policy towards South Africa members of others races or ehtnic
stead of assuming it?
But should Jackson run again? Can he imand Nicargua, an international peace con- groups. There are few C1ther races,if
who shar'e this distinction . The
Social Often stratifications hides
prove on his strong 1984 showing? Can he
ference to solve problems in the Middle East, any,
behind "l'lamcs like nationalism,
problem here is that American
Robert Vickers
count on an increasingly powerful black
better U.S.-Soviet relations and an end to the blacks , despite sharing that common
patriotism, prejudice, and in many
Democratic vote to ..win him the nomination?
arms race.
goal with other blacks of the world
cases, pure racism.One can only
question what our race is coming to '
Clear-cut answers are not readily available.But
But a Jackson campaign is not without ·its · , s t~ll tend to believe that, ''If you're
early indications are that despite problems they
naysayers. Commonly heard is one criticism white, you're right;if you're brown Afro-Americans have had thcir :first when it divides itself; and yet the naaround;if you1 black, get
real taste of'cquality', they tum on tions of the world followed this same
say yes rather than no.
that another attempt at the presidency would stick
back'' .Nowhere is this idea more eviblacks and create division principle, on an ihtcmational scale,
In terms of numbers, Jackson's chances of be meaningless because''he proved his point dent than in the discrimination many other
within the black race.Considering for countless centuries. The undqlycapturing his party's nomination look good
already". Many blacks feel by running in 1984 Afro-Americans subject upon blacks that wanting to own, or or be part of ing point is, that although racial idenand are getting better. A recent New York
Jackson "broke through" and that there is no of other nationalities .
something rare or exclusive is tity and national unity is vital, the
It wasn't long ago that Afrohuman.But does that justify un- unity of all races and nations is of
Times national poll shows Jackson in second
need for further action. They feel that his canplace behind frontrunner Gary Hart. An ABCdicacy in 1984 was important more for it's Americans were themselves coo- necessary and blatant exclusion and primary importance. ·
Washington Post poll three weeks ago showsymbolism than for its practical reality. They
ed Jackson also in second place with 14 persaid ''good idea Jesse, but we don't really excent, again trailing Hart at 42 percent. No
pect you to win''. Foolishness. If the 1984
o_ther candidate was able to regi«er Ii(~ ~ Mllla;c>n'~~gn, was just for the symj>o!ism
f1g11res.
" ,
~ •"
,_;,. "ttien"ir'wk~i\i wa'.!1Cdeffort.'Thei1me'fo!"nrere- ·
- - · Evon more encou'raging is a poll done by the
ly symbolic acts end long ago.
•
Roper organzation for the Atlanta ConstituJackson's critics also claim his views are"too
ly ever after .
lsn 't it time we realize that our
tionnewspaper. In the 12 southern states which
far to the left" to appeal to the American peoOh, by the way students, I forgot grandparents' and parents' quest for
will have their primaries on the same day
pie and that he is causing divisions within the
to tell you, if there are any layoffs intcrgratipn (although black
(Super Tuesday), 21 percent of the voters supDemocratic Party. By being far to the left it
·you'll probably be the first to go, if America's advancement was greatly
there are too many whites in the enhan~ by it) really didn't make
porter Jackson while 33 percent favored Hart.
is meant that his -views are too liberal, too
suburb you want to live in you proThe outcome of Super Tuesday is crucial to
radical to be accepted by the American
bably won't get the house and you everything alright.
Dear Editor
Jackson. A strong showing would give his bid
mainstream . An informed black Republican
Isn't it time that the once greatest
probably won't' be well liked by your ·
It
is'
a
time
when
students
prance
a big boost.
sees this election as being a referendum on
people on earth be returned to
around campus with full length fur • new '' friends,'' or a large portion of
greatness.
, If blacks support his candidacy, Jackson can
Jackson's views, a chance to prove once and
coats on, get two blocks away from black people.
But most importantly, don't expect
parlay tlie numbers into a presidential contest.
for all that he and his views are out of step
campus, get mugged and wonder
Isn't it time that we develop black
t'O get any respect from anyone communities economically and stop
why .
According to his Exploratory Office here in
with the rest of America. No question. The '88
It is a time when students con- because as long as your race is look- 1 allowing the Jews and Koreans to
Washington, there are over 20 million eligible election will be a referendum. But if the cause
tinuP.lly complain about dorm condi- ed down on, you will be too!
develop their communities at our
black voters; only seven million of whom are
is bringing social and economic justice to
tions yet fail to realize how good they What time is it?
registered. Walter Mondale, the Democratic America and fostering an atmosphere for
It is time for students to have expense.
have it in relation to a large portion
What time is it?
nominee in 1984, received 6.8 million votes in
world peace. And if the vision is for a fair and
of blacks who live in conditions much higher goals; time to look beyond the ·
•
p.tes
of
campw
and
sec
the
condition
worse.
It's
time
we
realized
that
being
part
the Democratic primaries, Hart 6.2 million,
less racist America, then, Jesse should run.

Blacks prove to be diverse
Commentar.Y

•

,

You know
what time it
isl!!

•

It is a a time \vhen cheating is

_No change with Reagan
I

minimum wages . In prcVious years,
When a full-time worker earns less
Labor Secretary William Broch has
than $7 ,000 annually, it's almost imdeplored and ridiculed calls for hikpossible to provide the essential for
ing minimum wage. But at last
a decent life for one's family. Yet
month's AFL-CIO winter meeting in
since the Reagnites came lo power
back in 1981, the federal minimum ' Florida, Brock insisted ~o reporters
that the administration had ••made
wage, set $3.3.S per hour, has remainany decision'' regarding the
ed the same. At that level, the five
n1illion people earning the minimum .minimum wage. ''We haven't even
addressed it at the Cabinet level."
wage or less earn at most $6,986 per
Regrettably but predictably, the
year. The federal poverty level for ·
family of four is curren1ly $10,989; ideologuCs of the ultra-right arc atfor a two person household, it is - tempting to hold-the-line on wage increase to the working poor. Promi$6,998. Today's minimum wage rate
would have to be increased to S4.61
nent conservative journalists and
per hour to make up for the economics alike--most of whom earn
deterioration in inflation since 1981 . salaries in excess of S.S0.000--arc
The good news on the political pretending to advocate the interest of
front is that the Iran-Contra scandal poor folk and the unemployed by
has hurt Reap~ so severely that the_ keeping the lid on their wages!

Commentary
,

--

Manning Marble
·conservative administration may be
forced to capitulate to Democratic

Pany and AFL-CIO demands to

raise the minimum wagC. Senator
Majority Leader Robcrty Byrd
predicted late last month that Conaress would hike the minimum wage
rate. Liberal Democratic Senator Ted

Kmnedr, bead of the Senate's Labor

and Hwnan Resources Committee,
accurllely states: ''The minimum
wqe ii not a livina wqe, and it is not
a decttd waae in which a full-time job
means a lifetime of poverty.''
Oemocdlic Repre11n111ive Mario
BiMlf ... pi opt ttd . .i"1tion which
woWd elevate the current minimum
level of SS.05 by 1991, and index the
rate IO one Ulf the 1verqe hovrly
earnln11 level. Curre'lltly, the
w 1< is only JI percent of
tbl Jl!lfMf Murly • • •
Oili' • r ft 2tve. the administra-

m'•-

d1117 a ,k 'sllllpoMJlcatmuocJeto
dbt le the demand for hiaher

( "hic:ugo 7'ribun«0lumnis1 Stcpl1cn

regarded as the newest fad -

everybody does it - professors know
ii. I think professors have finally
come to the point where their menpercent.
These arguments and other conser- tality is such that it is better to have
vative apologetics for lower wages some blacks with degrees than there
simply don't square with basic facts . is to have none at all.
It is a time when major college proIt is true that higher costs can lead to
higher prices, and many bosses tend tests against apartheid don't originate
to reduce the number of workers in or even spark the majority of
response to increased wage rates. st udents' interest at Howard.
However, lower wages also conIt is a time when approximately 30
tribute to increases in welfare rates, percent of prison inmates arc young
street hustling, petty crime and drug black men while the majority of
Iraffic, because people frequently will ''free'' young black men arc having
resort to anti-snr:ial activities if that too much fun partying and chasing
is the only way in which their children girls to be responsible men .
are going to cat and survive. If ·a
It is a time when a student waiting
working mother with several children in line to see Louis Farrakhan is apcannot provide for housing, day- ' proached by some friends who ask:
care, food, electricity, medical bills, ''Why arc you standing in line to sec
clothing, etc. , from the meagre wages him? He's a radical maniac." And I
she !"eceivcs at a dead-end job, she'd stand wondering why that person
be foolish not to resort to welfare. doesn't know that r..tartin Luther
King, Malcolm X and Marcus
Garvey, where all radicals in their
timc,·but yet have paved the way for
'
him an all of us.
·
It is a time when the tyPical
Howard student's mentality (one of
Higher wages give the wprkina poor apathy and selfishness) is spreading
greater self-respect.
faster than some diseases and

Chapman recently charged that
higher wages for the working poor
would force thousands of businesses
to ''transfer their operations overseas
to take advantage of cheaper labor'',
or to simply ''go out of business .~'
Chapman insisted: ''Raise the price
of oil, and people use less of it; raise
the cost of unskilled workers, and
companies will employ fewer of
them . Raisina the minimum waac

Reaganites who want to cut the wqcs
of young Workers? Conser•atiYes
may be ' vicious, but they aren't ianorant. By rcducina waaes for teens,
youngsters will be aiven jobs which
generally 10 to the semi·skilled low
w-.ed adults. In th · ~tn111Ie IO keep
.chc1r Jobs. adults will be- forced to
tighten their b<!lts and talte WllCS cuts

off and those who are never hired,
because their value is les than the cost
of ernlo)'inl them." One recent 11udy

Let's fiaht for a decent livina w~ wofk in when you leave here.''
for all. A minimum waae of S!li.O!li 11
.
not only absolutely essential-we must
A few students in the class realize
also have massive job traini1&1 and chat what is actually beiDa said is:

helps workers who keep their jobs-al the expense of those who aet laid

of ''The Mecca'' should mean we
have a responsibility to the "future of
black people and thus contribute to
our own future.

strength of black America but do
something to really bring it into
being.
I ask you, what time is it?

Sherrie Evans
Junior, School of

like, to stop philosophizing about the

as well.

Donna Jasper
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to the bi.ck ~ommunity, we are here
to prepoN you for the world you will

never will have on11bi111. Be more
«!ncetned with ICUilll a ICIOd Job
wnh a major corporadon and
11••m11M1"- die .boll ,ou can, and
•~en you do - · 70ll . . a nklt
llouoe in the sub11rbl and live haPPi-

Grapbla Artist
Paul Davies

i'dvfrtlsl•1 Moaaaer

are not hae to relate these theories

a community that bu nocbtna and

Editor-in-Chief
Purvette A. Bryant

'

communily?" and the response: "We

Don't try to relate theR theories to

.

-

I

sciousncss (economic, political an.d
spiritual) are becomina even farther
and fewer bct~een.
_
-It is a time when a prof~r is ask.cd ''Why can't·you teach us'how to
rclace this information to the black
1

Busin~s

THE HIIJ:l'OP

What's the hidden agenda of the students with higher levels of con-

public works projects which II..
by the Federal Rese1 •e , Bank of . drills
and much-needed expcaience to
Chica10 araues that a reduction in
workina people.
the hourly minimum wqe for
Dr. Manning Mtlrobk tHCMs
teenqero would areatly decreue
youth jobleooneoo. Bank economist po/ltk:ol JCJma Md !OCiolotIY., Ptua•11rt tlal1 a 2$ percent cut in wqea dw UnnaJty. · "Alulw ~~r.
for youtb would increuc the number
of low·payias jobs by as much as 36

black America is in and time to
realize we all have a part to play in
bringing about change.
It is time for Americans of African
descent, students, profcs.~rs, and the·

,

IE!lltorlll E*l•r
Andrew Skerrlt:

,

'

AU letter1-to-the'editor should

be typed and doublc-opadcl, and •
than 400 words. The tleodliM lor letten is Miad~~...SJ:·•·
Leuen for publication should be oent to: 11w Malqp, 2217 fl
111•
') N.W, Waohinpn D.C. 20059.
.
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Success in the making
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Effort paves unbeaten - path
•

By Xl•be1ly S. Wrtpt
Hilltop Staff Reporter

>
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'
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•

•
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Frank Byntrfhe Hilltop

•

THl'J Martllt/Tite HtHlop

Girald Ptioleau, &.ft, says he is achieving success in his 1hHlia of mchitecture •1can1e he pull 111 o lot
of time stvclying ond forgoes many social evenh. Cheryl AIJeyne, ritht, pul1 the ffwl1lllw9 t1uda11 to a clOl1
assignment. Alleyne IMlines women· have many special cont1a ..1ans to • '• to arcltltectwe.

·- -

.

The Hilltop will resume
.....
--"'-=~-·.__1..·_
. ._.,_._I..·-·-~tibit-~ .
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in a six

port ~er'P'

Gerald Prioleau of Lona Island,
N.Y. looks forward to a succasful
career in chemical engineerina.
Prioleau, a senior, remembers enjoy· ~courses to actual project
ing hiah school chemiftry c:ouncs and Wisanm~ts, he said.
excelling in mathematics. He said he
Prioleau's aca:oladcs haw brouaht
decided to combine the two
him DUJD.erous fellowship offers for
disciplines
and
major
in
chemical
•
•
graduate studies in Engineering.
eng1neenng.
~
Recently, he was one of the 125
Acco~ding to Prioleau, he selected
Howard University's School .of students selected in a nationwide
Engineering because, "It had the best competition to receive the GEM
reputation among. historically black fellowship of the National Consorschools." In 1982, he received a Na- tium for Graduate Degrees for
tional Competitive Scholarship which Minorities in Enginecrina.
he maintained for four years. During
Prioleau plans to earn a PHd and
his freshmen, sophomore and junior perform industry research ''in mass
years; Prioleau won the Monsanto or heat transport phenomena.••
Achievement Award for Outstanding . 11 • To achieve success in chemical
Students in Chemical Engineerina.
engineering, Prioleau stressed the imIn addition. the American Institute portance of discipline and
of Chemical Engineers, Hercules pcrserverance.
Inc., and the historically Black Col- . .•'i•
.
•
You have to put 1~ a lot of ume
leges and Universities Nuclear Energy
Training Program presented him with and forgo a lot of social evenu and
scholarships
for
scholastic try not to become discouraged,'' he
added.
achievement.
·Senior Architecture major, ·Cheryl
As an engineering student,
Prioleau said his internships proved Alleyne will use her degree to restore
beneficial to his education and" his and beautify lier native homeland,
future career..goals. His first intern- Trinidad and Tobago.
ship was in the summer of 1984 at the
After two years with an architecHercules International in Kenvil, tural firm in Trinidad, Alleyne said
N.J. .
.
she found the field interesting,
''It was my first summer job in my challel'sing and unfortunatley male· field. My job assignment did not in· domin,a,ted. She added that the
elude a lot of chemical engineering . decrepit environmental conditions of
per se, but I did gajn experien~e in ·the- Third·Wofld also Stimulated her
developirig flexibility and planning iii interest in ilrchitecture.· · · ' ·
ant_icipation ·of delays such as the
· ~ 'The housing ·developments' in
suspension ·of production,' ' said. Trinidad are not the best quality: I
Prioleau.
plan to ao back and develop a pleaThe following summer, he work- sant, wholesome environment for the
ed as a research assistant with a Carribean, '' she said.
mechanical engjneer on, ''Trap/ Melt
In 1982, Alleyne came to Howard
Validation Project''--a computer on a five year scholarship from the
code which modeled the now of Government of Trinidad and in 1985
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THE GRADUATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY
•

•

•

•

is proud to present

Dr. Leo Hendricks

-

'
•

of the Institute of Urban Affairs
•

as the keynote speaker
for this years forum

1;t1 ·Jf't•1, ~ff)~•
prepare for entry into these fields,
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,-For Your Jobs-

By Jelllllfer Ha•lllo•
Hilltop S&an: ••
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THE SCHOOL OF SQCIAL WORK
•

•

AN EVENT NOT TO BE MISSml

'

When c:Ommentina on the study
tour to Japan, she said, ''Fantastic!
their ~c~itecture really reflects their
culture'.' They are a very orderly
serene people and their architecture
·reflects that. Their prdens were a
definite hiah point for me-they were
very serene very peaceful.••

.
· As a future architect, Meyne said
she will incorporate her eclectic array

of cultural experiences with architectural creativity. She hopes to design
aesthetic, utilitarian, yet cost effetive
, structures.
''Be prepared to work very hard .
Develop a strong serue of self confidence,•• Alleyne advised students
.seeking this type of degree. She added that ''architecture is a very subjective field and you must feel good ·
·al>out your wort.''
Alleyne said Otherwise, scrutinizing
critics wiU disreprd the value of your
designs,'' especially if. you are a
woman.
•'As women, we have very special
contributions to make to architecture, but we must remember that we
don't ha..-e to become men in order
to be successful.''

variety of marketing and co.mmunications related fields, according
O~iQ~J fil Illib&o11. '1 ·i,bibryc') 1~ r11.o .
studeiiiili.~

,.,,J vM

0

'

by outlook arcatly," she said.
Alleyne adds extensive travel to her
lenathY list of accomplishments. she
has travelled to Kenya, Lebanon,
France, Austria, Switzerland, ltaty,
EnaJand,~aDd Ca0 •da. However, she
said her most inspirins and unforset.table journey was to JapAn in 198S.

~n
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''Beina at Howard bas broadened

1:
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PJ515.
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th~P~h~':!::'Mtff'1JOUfcar!

opportunities in ~keting and comHilltop Staff Reponcr
h<?w to packa.se yourself for success munications, so they can make some
~~-~~---~~''-- withaneff~veresume,cov~letter, choices prior to entering college,''
The Third Annual Career proper attire, and essential pre· said Brown
Workshop in Marketing and Com- interview research.
.
· munications will be held on campus
Hamlett-McCrimmon stressed the
''For coUeae students, it will help
at WHMM-TV studios 9 a.m .. 2 importance of the job banks for them to focus their career studies and
''"" couege
· seruors.
·
give them
p.m. Saturday, Apn·1 25 .
grad ua-,.
, an
. understanding
al
Id · allof what
bo t
Participating students will have an
''It's to the student's advantage to the pro1ess1on wor IS
a u
opportunity for discussions with in· bring resumes for the job banks, and a chance to network," he added.
·
'all - A ·
,....._
·
The free seminar is co-sponsored
dustry professionals abdut their espec1 Y... -uauna co~a• seruors. . by the National Acad"lly of Televirelated area of expertise. They will There will be television stations, in·
·•-·producers, sate_,_
and sion Arts and
Sciences.
Some
alsoJtave an opportunity to interview de
1A o,,....
i-iparticl
,.0 inc(··•f or i·obs..
many more present at the organintions
l)L 1
uui;:
the Smithsoni•n lmtitute's Office of
The free, one-day seminar is open wor ksho ps. " she said .
to students in secondary schools, colSpecific career workshop areas in Public Relations, the National Black
leges and universities.
marketina will include sales, adver· Media
Coalition.
Nation:!
Aa:ording to Jim Brown, student tising, creative services, account Associaton of Broadcastin&. 1
training coordinator for WHMM, supervision, traffic, public relations, Washington lnfonntr, radio stations;
1
'The main purpose of the workshop market resea(ch, communications WHUR, WRbX, and WTOP • and
is to expose students to the diversities : law, media buying and planning, television stations WUSA AND
in career choices.''
advertising, layout and production WRC.
Alfreda
V.
Hamlett- art.
·
•
The sponsors of this e"""t are enMcMcrimmon, s.ecretary to the coor·
·Specific career workshop areas in couragina students from each secondinator of student trainina for communications will include print dary school and university/colleae in
WHMM, said, ''Tberewillbebooths j media maaazines, newspaper, the metropolitan area to attend the
set up in which participatiq students
editina.
writina.
desian1ng, workshop.
· will have a chance to talk to industry photoaraphy, art, production (interStudents interested in attending
professionals."
nal and external) sales and distribu- should submit their reaistration
Students will be able to pin infor- lion, eledronic morlla, radio, writing, forms by 5 p.m. today to WHMM·
m•tion about different career oppor· proar•mmiq, procluciq, announc· TV studios, 22n 4th Street, N.W.,
tunities that exist in markelinl and ing, enai~ and sales. Other or call 202-636-~ EXT. 258 and
communications; learn how to workshops will also be presented. . register by phone.
.

.

''BLACK MALES IN AMERICA:
'
SURVIVAL FOR THE FUTURE''

assistant.

1~:c1 ·
dr~~~~x;:;i::~=~~i::.
and meet with profCSSJonals
a

G... u ..ii:t.(1111,; 1:

By Stanley Bivins

Don't miss it!

received the Mordecai w~.:.:
Johnson Scholanblp. ADe,no is
·
amona Who's WholnAm1 lcanColleaes and Ul)ivenlliel and is a
member of the Arcblteclare honor
'IOCi oty, Tau Sill"' l)el!a Sbe is a1oo
a member of the Am£1k•n lmtitute
of Arcbitecture St1D ••and Women
in Architecture and Plennin1. Lait
semeller, Alleyne was a teaching

aerOIOll during nuclear melt down
~lltl, he explained.
Prioleau said that bis last summer
interaabip at Los Aolamoo National
Laboratory in New Mexico was by
far Illa most excitinil. The internship
..... him the opportunity to apply the
information aathered from his

•

I
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Prince's latest album

Sig10

The Times

A sign of our times?
By Darryl Claggell
H i\op Sl aff Reporter

It' s been about a year or so since
anyone has heard anything about
Prince. Just what has this popular
rock musician been up to?
\Veil, besides working on his latest
album, Sign 0 The Times. Roger
''Prince' ' Nel'son has been busy producing albums for Sheila E. and a
brand new banO, Madhouse, known
mainly for their hot single, ''Six." By
the v.'a)', ~1adhou s e's album entitled
8. features eight songs. They are entitled , ''One,'' ' 'Two ,'' ''Three'' ...
··seven '' and ' 'Eight ." Wow, it must .
taken a lot of creativity to come up
with those titles, huh?
''Sign 'O The Times ," recorded at
Paisley Park, is a two-record set with
16--that' s right, 16 songs!
Her e ' s some junk food for
thought . Notice the name of Prince' s

record company, Paisley Park . What
will this gu y do when paisley goes
out -o f-style?
Now before all of you ' 'die-hard
purple people, '' alias Prince fan s, get
excited, consider the case of Herbert
H . Humuluka, III (\Vho-moo-Jooka) . Now you may have guessed,
judging from you.ng Herbert's name,
he 's really not the hippest dude
around . Anyway, young Herbert
\vent downto\vn to purchase Prince's
album at a discount record shop .
(Since this record store didn't pay for
1his plug, \\'e can't mention its name,
hO\\'ever , let 's call it ''D Records'') .
After discovering that 1he album conta ined sixteen new Prince tunes,
yo un g Herbert became estatic-.
Estatic until the store clerk told him
that the album cost onl y a mere
$13 .95 .
He rbert, quite upset became
so me\\·hat indignant and refused to

buy Prince's new album at that price,
especially since it didn't include ''The
Revolution." The clerk explained
that ''The Revolution," which includes Wendy, Lisa and Dr. Fink, did
not receive cr~it for the itlbum on its
front ·cover and title, however, the
members are thanked in the album's
credits. Other notables and
newcomers featured on this album,
include percussionist Sheila E.,
Madhouse saxophonists Eric lees,
and vocalist Jill Jones Susannah and
Camille.
Young Herb decided to buy. the
album, for you guessed it, a mere
$13.95. While listening to the album,
Herb noticed some pretty weird
things about ''Sign 'O The Times."
For one thing, the album cover was
very strange looking. For Prince,
that's norm_!il. However, Herb, our
audacious hero, could not find any
cryptic m~ssages on the cover, no
matter how he viewed it in the mirror. Upside down didn't workNeither did inside out or backwards:
(Maybe he didn't look hard enough) .
But get this, Herb noticed a picture
of a lady (maybe), this lady (?) was
the same lady he had noticed on the
12 0 version of 'Sign 0 The Times.
Rumors have it, that this lady is
Prince ... in drag! Could this be true?
Whether it is, like Luther, Prince
is sporting a new look. Be sure to
check out his new ''do.'' ''Isn't that
special?''
While listening to the new album ,
Herbert notices that 85 percent of the
songs feature Prince's vocal s,
overlapping each other in different
pitches, echoes, tones etc. , etc. No1
knowing what to do with this album,
Herbert H . Humuluka, III asks
Yours Truly, the author, to write a
review.
/
Sign 0 Tl1e Times. the title cut and
1he first single released from the new

-
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College of Fine Arts

Students express
unhappiness
-.

-

..

-·

...... -

1ha1 o f[en the sc hool \Yill hire the ser\'ices of directors and nlusicians out side o f 1he sc hool \vhen there ' are
One might assume after viewing equally qualified student s who could
the colorful art works displayed and ass ume such duties. As a result,
witnessing the smiles and laughs bet- Gilmore said, student s become
ween the students and instructors that paranoid about their capabilities to
all is "''ell in the College of Fine ArJ s. excel .
Yet , this is not the generral consenAccording to Janet Johnson, a
• sus, accordins to some... How.ud.... secretary Jn the_ theater department,
students .
it is required for all theater students
Issues of major concern to the 1q aud,ition for performan ces, yet
students include open auditions and auditions not only extend to the
low morale .
Ho\vard comn1unit y, but the D.C.
'' The students have so few oppor- communit y as " 'ell .
tunities to perfect their sk ills. I think
''I have no problem " 'ith that ,"
it' s unfortunate,'' said Crystal sa id Craig W.allace a participant in
G ilmore, a music major . She said the Drama Department 's perfomance

Chrislol L. Powell
H ill1op Siaff Repor1 er

o f A Raisin /11 The Sun. "The rumor
is not so much open auditions, but in
the past some guest performers
weren't auditioned, but nevertheless,
the talented and exceptional student
excels regardless," he added .
Lack of fund s, recognition and
guidance are also causes of lov.· srudent morale, according to some Fine
Arts students.
· ''We definately don't have the
money that we need," said Corinthi s
C rom'.\'ell, the curreJJt Miss Eine
Art s. ''Sometimes I feel that I'm not
getting what 1 should be. "
C romwell blamed a lack of fun-

Herku I Eat•lllte Hlleop

V:farner Brothen racordl1t9.arti1t1, Atfontic Star •nown for such hits as ''S1ael Lover' and 'Always 11 YilitM
near HawordprodUniven lty at ~tlth a~beslryforant Stroet !."_'.'~odaI;, Alopill 1S. The group believes In
clooor
to Goel and
uc 1ng pa~1 Y• YI
young ..-v- to
w according to Barbara W eatheri
vocalist with the group·.
..,....
'
David Lewis (left), Ba.i.ara· Weolhers (middle) and Wayne Lewis (right) af Atlantic Star.
1

Wendy Davis and Courtney Young,
Best Student Playwright (2nd place)
H ill1op Sta ff Reporte r
''Symposium'' by Melissa Taylor,
Best Supporting Actor (Honorable
The Department of Drama spent
four days exchanging artistic ideas, Mention) Earnes Mercer, Best Oneat1ending workshops, and competing Act Place (2nd place) "Gangster
at the National Association of Over Harlem'' by • H.U. Drama
Department, and All Star Cast
Dramatic and Speech Arts (NASDA)
conference held at Hampton from (Honorable Mentions) Omar Gorbourne and Ernest Mercer.
April 1 through 4.
NASDA, formerly SADSA
At the conference, Howard (Southern Association of Dramtic
students were able to compete against and Speech Arts), is the oldest naand compare their theatrical skills tional theatrical association in the
\Yilh students of 16 other country, founded in I936 by the late
predo1ninately black colleges and Dr. S. Randolph Edmonds. In foununiversities including Grambling ding the association, Edmonds felt
University, Hampton University, the need to recognize dramatic works
Texas Southern University, and Los and raise the standards of dramatic
curriculm in black' colleges and
An,R.eles Southwest College.
universities . His daughter, Professor
O ut of 12 possible categories in the
Hennette Edmonds of the H.U .
competition, Howard's Department
Drama Department felt that this need
oi Dram~ came .away\\littf'bf~5rthe ...... was
'l.at'lh~-·chhferCfiCC thts)rear. '
h<?nors, 1.nclud1ng S tropJUet. The
'' l-WP' a w..onderiul experience for
\YJ!lncrs include: Besl A.,ctor (1st -our students to exchange and compla ce) Omar Gobourne, Best
pare their training with other black
Monolog (1st i:Jace) Brigitte Barnett,
colleges across the country," she
Best Duo Acting Scene (3rd place)
said. ''The quality of the Howard
By Kelly Thompson

met

-· Continued on pa2e 11

One o f Ntozake Shange' s lesser
known plays came to vibrant life in
1he story of seven struggling black acto rs and actresses was told by some
of Howard's most talented artists,
performing in the class of 1987's
Senior Seminar.
The daily hardships blacks face in
everyday life as well as the special
problems fo black perform~rs to be
cast in good roles and respected for
their talent s was intensely dramatized in thi s ' 'very deep work.'' according to Wendy Davis, one of the
ensemble actresses .
''I never thought on a deeper level
about the injustice done to us until
this play. It looks at tl1e injustice not
only done in the past, but also today,'.' Davis said .
These injustices are related through
I '
'
the tives of a ''classically trained ac'"
Alltn Brown/Th• HilltoP
tress,'' played by Davis, and a ''ballet
1
The
memberst{(om
the
Drama
O.partment
1 production of Spell #7
dancer," played by Nia Love, among
others . This piece is extremely com - which was inclllded in the annual Senior Seminar activity.
plex, moving back and forth from the
problems peoplC face being performers tQ the problems one encounter because of skin color.
'
One particular
skit about a .young
girl named Sue Jean who wanted to
have a baby that she would name
''myself,'' was a very vivid experience. Played by Marlow Develyn
Wyatt, this scene explores the inten sity birth process, Sue Jean's happiness at having ''A part of 'myself'
•
to love," and her despair at the
realization that ''myself'' will soon
grow up and no longer need her .
Wyatt's comments on the theme·o f-...
the play were, ''We should cry to be' •.
ourselves and we should love being ·
bla'k . ''
Held in the Environmental Theatre
Space in the College of Fine Arts, the
performance seemed like an informal
•
gathering involving the audience in
I
some scenes. The performers were
close enough to touch which made
MBA and BBA Degree Programs: • Accounting • Finance
the sharpness of their performances
• Marketing • Management • International Business
even clearer. The spacing als conD11y and Ewning C/11$SN •MBA tkgP« in 18 monlk$...,i SINlll
C/11ssn • Clou lo BA.RT
tributed to an sense of bonding bet ____________________________
__________________
_
ween the actors and the audience:
P'lnte tend free lllp.ag• catiolog. My 1in1-1 It: Q~A 0 l1Nirrpad11.11e o...- P1+ilin QESL
But, for all its dramatic impact the
play also had its funny moments,
N.1me
........... -. -........ ---. -............. -...... ' ...... - .-................... -.' .............. .
such as a scene by Wyatt pretending
Address
. .......... ---........ ' ........ ' ' ...... ' ' .............. -..... ' ' ............ ' ............... ' .
to be a white girl ''flinging'' her hair.
.~.i~Y............................... , .... ,, ..... ,, ..... , ............................ : ........ ·: ''Spell -7'' an~ Senior Class of
St.11e
1987 may have come and gone, but
those who witnessed their talent will
by remember it for some time.

-

-
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If you work as a full time teller for Riggs, you can receive reimbursement for up to two pre-approved business or job related
courses per semester through our tuition assistance program. To
take advantage of this employee benefit, you must be a Riggs
- employee prior to registering for the courses which are to be
reimbursed.
_

•

I

Riggs has a policy of internal promotion and we'd like to show
you how to build a career in banking.

"

•I
I

•

If interested, please call the Employment Office at (202) 835-6421.

-

,

-

THE \!OST 1\IPORTA\'T IJ ..\'.\'K
. I~ 'fHE \1os·1· l\IJlQRl ...\\'l " <:l'f)'
I\' 1·HE \\:·ORI.D.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'

r
'
l

Riggs is looking for part time/evening students to Xi.Ork full time as
paying & receiving tellers. Candidates must have strong
communication skills, plus speed and accuracy in cash handling .

There's
till Time.
to Register for F

'

students' training was quite apparently superior to the other students. The
kids did marvelous," she added.
Earnest Mercer an 18-year-old
freshman from the District said, ''It
was a good Place to network.. '' Wendy Davis, a 20-year-old junior, from
Joppatown, MD added, ''I felt that
people were looking up to us; many
asked questions about attending
Howard.''
Jn addition, Omar Gobourne, a
junior from New York said that it
made him ''realize the quality of
training that the students felt that we
are getting is outstanding.'' Most of
the students felt that there was a
''health competition'' as described by
Gorbourne.
Counney Long, a junior from
Brooklyn, N.Y. said, ''II was an
educational experience for all of ust"
Both students and faculty hope
rCcetve 'lhChccessary funding to a tend next yead&.NASDA conferen
which will be h~ld at Los Angeles
Southwest College. Howard University is scheduled to host the event in
1990.

•

H illtop Staff Reporter

•

'

FA students win top ·awards
at Hampton U ·for NASDA

By Slephania H. Davis
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, Senior Seminar '87 casts 'Spell'
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Wonjgrorth's J>relude vs. Honda's PipJude:
Wm't.. in Co/liffaa.
14 Thomas More said shortlybl'for• his untimely demise, "There is
no hurt cm earth that ls beyond hMvenly help.'
How does this simple,poignant, powerful thought n11late to

1

the tnMrent teN:ion evident In the contrast between·Wordsworth 's
imrnortal .,,,,, /hl/""'1

•·
a nd tn.t
mOT11 rwcen t
(and better ncog·
ruz.i)offerlngfrom
Oftll

.
•pan.
of'

pre-cninent artists.
The Honda Motor
. Corporation?
Fltst• let'sron·
sider the facts
.
•

o

• 1 520
~

1r.

• ~

Po1m vs Cer Student Preferences

469

' ...
4 16

t "

3 12

• •

2'0

~

104

,
•

"

: ~

•

~no.·• Pr t llldl

Wordsvorth 's Prt\udl

•

•

•

•

well as a built-in 20-megabyte hard
disk, for storing up to 10,00Q pages.
Or if you prefer, you can add-a second
built-in_800K floppy drive.
The SE also gives you a choice of
two new keyboards, one with function
keys for special applications.
And it has an internal expansion '
slot so you can add new power without
performing major surgery. Like a card
that lets you share inforrnation over
a campus-wide netwotk. Or another
that lets you run MS-DOS programs:
With either Macintosh, you'll be

If you want to get ahead in college,
it helps if you choose a brilliant room/
mate. Like a Macintosh:"personal comutec--And now there are two models
· mwhich you can choose.
Fll'St, theres the Macintosh Plus-now
widely.accepted by students at colleges
and universities all across the country.
It comes with one 800K disk dri\re
and a full megabyte of memory (which
is expandable to four).
For those of you who need even
more power, theres the Macintosh SE.
It comes with all of the above. As
•

•

able to take advantage of the latest,
most advanced software.
Like idea processors that outline
your thoughts. Word processors for
writing, editing and checking, your
spelling. And communications programs that give you 24-hour access
to valuable information.
So no matter which model
you decide on~you'll be able to mtk
much faster, better and smartei:
No two ways about it.
'

•

HOWARD
UNIVERSITY'. BOOKSTORE
2401 FOURTH STREET, NW

636-6657

•
•
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Men, wolllen ·ten 1s feains·· ·
'slam' Morgan S ate, · 9-0 each
By Dorlene Ellis
Hill1op S1aff Reporter

,.

Last Thursday the men and
women's tennis teams.each added a
'9-0 win to their record against
Morgan State at Banneker tennis
courts.
.
For the women, singles were won
by captain Heidi Linzau (6·1-,3-4),
senior Pearl Mcleod (6-1,6· 2),
freshman Tamiko Jackson (6-1,61),
freshmen Kathy Scott (6-0,6-0),
junior Jill Wood (6-t,6-0) anajunior
Lorise Myers (6-0,60) .
''It was fortunate that they weren't
a strong team,'' Coach Larry
Strickland said of the Morgan State
squad. The team had been plagued
with sickness and injury .
''Lorise won both Tuesday and
Thursday in her first matches of the
spring season.'' Myers also played
against Coppin State on Tuesday
when the women won 7-2.
Doubles were won by Linzau and
-McLeod (6-3,6-0), Scott and Wood
(6-0,6-2) and the pair of Jackson and
Myers won b)' default .
For the men, singles were won by
sophomore Kenny Lee (6-0,6-2),
sophomore Robert Bryant (6-4,6-3),
freshmen Robert Crawford (6-16-1),
· / se~ior Joe Major (6-0-6-0), junior
Shawn Bowen (6-t,6-t) and
sophmore Jason DeMarco (6-0,6-0).
Doubles were won by Lee and
Bryant (6-0,6-1), Major and Bowen
by default and Crawford and
freshmen Chris Conti (6-1,6-2) .

On Saturday, the
en faced
Millersville and lost 0-9.
siOJles,
Lee and DeMarco had close matches
with scores of 4-6,3-6 and 3-6,4-6
respectively .
''It was an opportunity to establish
competition against another loc!ll
University that we haven't played in
the past," Strickland said.
In singles, matches were won by
Lee (6-4,6-0). Bryant (7-6,6-1),
Crawford (6-1,6-0). Bowen (6-0,6-4),
DeMarco (6-3,6-1) and Conti
(6-t,6-t) .
Doubles were won by Lee and
Bryant (6-0,6-2). Bowen and DeMarco (6-1,6-1) and the paif of Crawford
and Conti (6-0,6-0).
With these matches under their belt
both terns hopefully will have the experience each lacked during their
spring trip to win the Mid·Eastern
Athletic Conference (MEAC) Championship this weekend in Tallahassee,
Fla.
''I think if we go dowh there and
play at the level we're capable of
playing, I think we'll come back as

Baseball
team 2nd
·i n le~gue

the best teams in the conference,''
said Strickland.
To get ready for the MEAC each
team has been ''beefina up'' their
doubles. this is the area both teams
have been lackina in, 1 ' Strickland
said.
For the men, the pair of Major and
Bowen arc 11 improvina rapidly. "
''They're staning to blend, that's
made a difference,'' Strickland said.
For the women Jackson and
freshmen Kelley Wilson ''are quickly becomina a strong team.''
11
As the year goes on, both arc getting better and better,'' he said.
Last year at the MEAC both teams
placed second behind S.C. State, but
Strickland said that he anticipates
strong competition from Bethune
Cookman College also.
Strickland, who is usually very optimistic during MEAC time, said, 1 'l
don't feel we prosressed this season.
A lot oUt has to do with attitudes.••
Presently the men have a 7-9
record and the women record of 4-1 l .

--

By Dovld DoCosto
FnU Byrd/TIM HIHIOP

Hilltop S1aff ,~epor1er

,

The Howard University Baseball

'•

team finished second in the MidEastern Athletic Conference baseball

Cathy Scott wos only one of the Women's Tennis T..,.. ..e111•1n to b1at
her M01'9on State opponent in lost Thursday's matches 090in1t the
Golden Bean.

tournament. :fhe-Bison were'fiKl:Aef- -· - up to Florida A&M, after j>la~~il<
games in three days. 1nflud.1ri'g"t"(tree
•in one day' The Bison loll the pivotal
game 9-3 to Florida A&M in the se-

cond round . The win put the Rattlers
in the drivers seat for the rest of the

tournament. The Rattlers would play
one less game than the top-seeded
Bison .
''l was satisfied with our perfor-

mance, '' said Bison Coach·Chuck

-

..

~
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A Lo119 l1land Alllonce run- leads his compolltlon duri119 hl11Mat In the Howard Relays.

Relays pits Howardites
against each other in 400ln
By Darren Price
Hillrop Staff Reporter

The Howard Relays took a strange
turn of events when two Howardites
competed against each other in the
13the annual Howard Relays last
Saturday at William Greene Stadium.
Oliver Bridges, former 1982-83 illlAmerican in the mile relay defeated
Curtis Chappell, a current Howard
student athelete in the 400 meter
dash.
Chappel led the pack of opponents
until Bridge_s gradually i:losed in on
him. On the third turn, Bridges passed Chappell to win the time of 46.2.
The race was close from start to
finish and displayed the competitive
nature of each runner. Chappell
wanted to beat a proven veteran, and
Oliver wanted to get back in shape.
''I was trying to stav in the race
down the wire," said Bridges. ''It
was like a war; I had to keep fighting
at it .''
With his desire to get in shape,
Bridges Vi'ants to do something Kirk
Baptiste, a silver medalist in the 1984
Olympics, showed his running skills
when he broke the 1982 Howard
Relay record of 10.26 with a time of
t0 .07 in the open 100 meter dash.
The race was close since the beginn-

ing when Baptiste trailed Greg Barnes I :44.03 set by Howard in 1985. ·
of Weshchester Puma Track Club.
Allen, Ferguson, Felder, along
Then in the last 20 metes he went on with Janice Kelly beat St. Augustine.
a spurt and edged Barnes for the and Morgan St . in the 4'100 relays
victory.
with a time of 45.8. The women were
In the 200 meter run, Baptiste did second best to St. Augustine which
not need a spun to win. He took the was clocked, at I :40.0 in the 4'200
lead at the midpoint and glided to vie- relays; however, Felder, Kelly, Fqrd,
tory with a time of 20.4.
and Tisa Robins returned the favor
The Bison also had some sweet vie- and took the 4'400 relays with 3:39.7.
tories in the meet, running away with
Ford, and Kelly alos participated
victories seen events.
in individual events. Ford with 2:13.8
In the 4'800 relay the men finish- finished in first place in the 800 meter
ed in third place behind Fairleigh run. With a time of 53.2 Kelly, took
Dickinson, and St. Augustine, the • second place in the 400 meter run.
NCAA Division II national indoor She finished behind Rochelle Stevens
champions. St. Augustine which •of Morgan ST. who broke Connie
broke its own 2985 mark of 7:33.92 Hitchock's !985 record of 53.73 with
with a time of 7:32.92.
a tim' eof 52. l .
Neil Madison, Harvey Reed, John
Depsite her second place finish in
Javis, and Lonell Johnson teamed up the 400 meter, run, Kelly was plea&ed
to defeat FDU, and Lincoln in the with the meet and the fan support.
Sprint Medley with 3:25 .5. In the · ''It (the meet) is something I look4'200 meter relays, John Branch, ed forward to,'' said Kelly. ''The
Chappell, Madison and Reed won crowd helps a lot. They give you
with a time of 3:09.8. Despite the ment~I support."
numerous victories Madison, the
In the field events, Teresa Allen
team captain wanted to take another rook third place in the triple jump
event.
_ with a distance of 37-11 . Allen finishThe women's track team won four,__ ed behind Ann HaJI of St. Augustine
events and broke on record in the.; who broke the 1983 meet mark of
meet. With a time of 1:43.5 the sprint 38.9 with 39-2/ 2.
medley team of Tersa Allen,
Brend Bailey, an upattached parAdricnne Ferguson, ~ichelle Fedler, tipant, won the long jump with a
and Cindy Ford beat the old mark of distance
of
t 9-4
lI .
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Hinton.'' We played exceptionaly
well considering our limited pitching.
Florida A&M fields a good team . We
just wanted to finish with a winning

record . We lose some seniors this
year but we will be back next year.
Erik Nelson's three run homer in
the seventh inning lifted Howard to
a come from behind 5-3 victory over
lhird-seeded .Bethune-Cookman College in the first round . The Bison
received strong pitching from
Maynard Clark who allowed three
hits over six innings . Mel Misc picked up a save in relief.
After losing to Florida A&sM 9-3,
the Bison had to play BethuneCookman again .
Mitchell Smith'.s second homer
capped (\ five-run first inning that
propelled Howard to a 15-7 win over
Bethune-Cookman .
The win
eliminated the Wildcats from the
double elimination tournament .
Brent McCoy (3-5, three runs) led
off the game with a tripple and was
singled in by Glen Abraham
(3-4,three runs, one RBI) who was
doubled home by Gary Hayles
two runs one RBI) . John Baynes ..:1en
walked . Hayles advanced to third on
a wild pitch and was brought home
on a sacrifice fly by Erik Nelson .
Smith then hit his homerun .
Howard scored five runs in thesecond innning highlighted by Kevin
Ringgold's seco11d homer. Hayles.
added an RBI single and Smith
knocked in two runs with a single.
Arnold Gaines and Mel Mise combined for a four hitter as Howard
advanced .
Lamwell Williams pitched a threehitter, striking out three in seven innings as Howard went on to post a
3-0 victory over Coppin State College. Gary Hayles hit a two run
homer which proved to be enough to
~liminate Coppin and advance
Howard to the championship game

The annual Commencement Edition of the
Hilltop will be May 9, 1987. Don't miss out on
your opportunity to say goodbye and thanks to
those s{Jf?.cialfriends, pro}essors, relatives as well
as bequeath your''Howard/y"possessions,in the
special Last Will and Testament Section of the
Hilltop. Deadline is May 1st, by 5 PM. All submissions MUST be typed and double spo,ced.
Cost is $2. 00 for the first 20 words, and $1. 00
for each additional 5 words.

''-3,

against Florida A&M.

The Bison (3-1) bad to wiD. the rU'st

game in order to force a KCOnd game

I

against th' llattltt1 (4-0).

The first game was a high-scoring

offensive show which Howard won
14-13. Four Howar.d players hit home
runs. hiahliahted by Mitchell Smith's

grand slam in the seventh. Glen
Abraham had a two run' shot and
solo homers were lak by Gary Hayles
and John Ringold.
' In the second plrie lin'tialil 'run second innin1 carried Florida A&M to

the MtAC baseball championship.
The Bisons pitchina problem was too

much to overcome as Howard lost

12-1.

'
·In the bicentennial year of the United St>itn
Constitution, Bill Moyers takes the pulae of the
nation's celebration in the ·neekly seriea, MoYERs:
IN S11ARCH OP Tiii! CoNSTl'nJTION.
Tun one-hour progtama pr

tlll:.one al

Amerk:a's mi l'C8JIC(;ted jourllllilll Willl

historiano, educatnn,
scholars, and citizens who have tallfm petitionl ot
Supreme Court Justices,

their constitutional righta all the way to the hilh-

.

est court in the land.

"The 1e1 ies ia about idea•; Moyers •IQ'8·

n~·=::=a:.~ljye°in:rutim.

'

"TbJpeople you will tMet have spent their

n;;:;:
•i••

r ••• requirirwuatomake\ipourmia;teabout

whit lmPIXrw if we ialliff er mia111e it."

A~l\IDI

I

M111ialEw1"1IN ..........
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Are black college students more concerned with' pursuing the ''American
Dream'' rather than working for the
advancement
of
black
people?
'

•

I

•

'

•

•

•

Lisa Sims
Medical Technology ,.
Sophomort
,

Greg Evans

Tony Ewell

Psycholo&Y

COBISS/Flnance

Freshman
SI. Louis, Mo.

Cleveland, Ohio
''I feel thal black college students
are more concerned with fulfilling the
'.'American Drc:am'' rather than helping out the black community. At
Howard, the students have a very

poor relationship with the surrounding community: As black people,
Howard students and the Community should work together to secure a
better and more positive relationship,

because we must remember that we,
Howard students are no being so con-

cerned about themselxes and think

about othe rs someti mes, then
students could bring about a better
community for black people.''

Senior

Joppa, Md.

I do feel that the maj ority of black
college students, especially here at
Howard, are more preoccupied wilh
.bettering themselves financially as
Opposed to helping out che black
community. lnadvertantly, by helping the black community; but I am
sure that this is not always the
' primary concern of students . When
I came to Howard , I thought that I
would be getting a black experience
and a healthy relati.onship with black
people who are concerned with the

''I think that most black collegians
have adopted the attitude that by
looking out for number one, and
securing a strong financial future for
themselves, they will indirectly help
blacks in general. However, what
they fail t.o realize is in spite of their
fut ure success, such a selfish attitude
towards the plight of blacks can do
nothing but destroy the moral
fabrication, that has emphasized
blacks unity , which has gotten us this
far.''

-

plight of all black Americans, but I
was fooled . If I had known this, I
w6uld have been more skep1ical
....,~ bdut at\'ehding this institution.••

'

-

•

Fire

From pagr. I

chutes be padlocked after a specified
time each night . She predicteO this
will prohibit the arsonist from igniting the trash during the early morning hours when other residents are

asleep.
However. Thomas said that if the
trash chutes were locked at night,
students would place their garbage in
the hallways, offering a better target
to any would-be-arson
Other residents commented, that
t}\ere would also .then be a greater ac-

cumulation • of trash in the hall
bathrooms.

Tholljas..said that while the last
three fii:es have failed to cause any
serious damage, the chance of
another, perhaps more serious fire,
is still a-possibility.

to hapeen. we nee<I to be a 51Xialist
..--..-----~~-------D~a...iv~~l¥icn· = fd~ gailo11;
!,Ii,~ said.
.
'
'·

. 'Angela

I

....,
••
-.

f

From paKt: I ·
money on prisons to

keep us locked up thao they spond on
schools to try to educate us,'' ·she
said.

If blacks challenge racism they
must also challenge sexism, Davis

said. The lack of funds for abortions

Cynlhia Novell
Candidale 1or Masters of Social
Work
Graduate student
Portsmoulh, Va.
''I feel that to a point, most black
American college students are concerned with making life better for
themselves. Black college students are
too individualistic. I am sure that
black college studentS care about
destitute and underprivileged blacks,
but students do not make enough effort to help and assist other black
people.''

Sonya A. Green
Television Production
Junior
Detroit, Mich ..

Derek L. Price
Accounting
Senior
Brooklyn, N.Y.

·

.

'' I feel that most black college
students, especially Howard students,
have an extreme preoccupation withfin.ancial or monetary su·ccess .
Students' aspirations toward finanCial success are:usua11y for their own
per sO nal consumption . · 1 see
monetary accumulation as a
mechanism through which I can aid
in the advancement and betterment

''I do think blacks should be more
concerned with uplifting the race as
one entity, but I cannot totally fault
co llege student s for wanting to pursue the ''American Dream'' because
black Americans have been indoctrinated in a capitalis'tic societY.''

of myself and my people. Mqney, if
utilized properly by black Americans,
'is ower."

~~~-----------"-

Prince

From page 8

album, is a funky medium te"mpo
tu.qe, that feature a heavy percussion
bea'Nnd a ''bluesy'' lead guitar ..This
successful song reflects on some of
the many problems which plagues
our society. ''Play In The Sunshine,"
•• Jt.'' ''U Got The Look," ''l Could
Never Take The Place Of Your
Man," and ''Housequake'' are the
other uptempo tunes on Prince's

album.
''Housequake,'' next to ''Sign 0
The. Times,'' is probably the best
uptempo tune. Prince describe's the
''Housequake, '' a new dance. He

adds a sharp beat 10 this cut. And get
this, he tries his hand at ''rappiril ''
He raps in an altered, high pitch voice

From paa• 2
In rCJPQrue to Orimogunje's statement, Antonia Coleman, a
sophomore majoring in computer
systems said, ''Whenever people do

not undenland 10111C1hi111, lhey make
belittle rem•rks about it. Since they

••

and

$13.95, does Prince really want you
to buy this album?''
'
By the way, our friend Herbert H.
Humuluka, Ill, does not really exist.
He ,~as used simply to make a point.
Th(refore it is imperative to state that
any 'similarity .between Herbert __H.

Davis
.
.

·From paa•.2

founding of the construction, we
have document to state our claim.''
Under the instruction of Charles
Houston, first dean of Howard's
School of Law, this camp'us gave
birth to the civil .rights Jaws, accor·
ding to Davis.
''Houston turned the Constitution
around for a person--he turned it
around as an auxiliary weapon to
fight for justice.'' said Davis.
''During that periOd we kept say.
ing that this Constitution is as much
ours as anyone clses. We will keep
strugglina and striving until this is
done,'' he said.

ticle to be a bit stranae. don't fret,

ed,'' said Florence Patterson,

of the ''Sign 0 The Times.'' Smile.

secretary to the dftln of the music
dcpartmcat. ''Once it's aonc there's
no more,'' ahc added.

Presently, the AFA is :"lannina a

In music m.Jor Terri Di:vis'opinion, there is a very lactactat•ic1I at-

~or

the remainder of the year, their proours. As blacks we have become
posed plaos aod events include picAmericanized aod consider what nics, outdoor spans and soccer
Americana do normal .''
sames with the Carribean Student
- coiemao aho added 1ha1 iho..; Association. 1
students who do harbor such ideals
arll naive aod foolish.
Durina tho year the AFA invited
The UIOCiallon is culturally diverse instructors from different c1cpan.
with members from Niaeria, who menu to 111ist students in their areu
make up the majority of the A1socia- of studey, held cultural aetlvill11,
tion, T•n11 nia, C•meroon, Uberia spomored 1ueat IJl en ken, member·
and otber llDtller-popui.ted cilia. ship drives and pve
c

lect"W'

·His television credits include a recCnt PBS special in celebration of the
an11iversary of Or . . Martin Luther

'''Freedom is the right ·to ·go iil a
restaurant and be served like
everyone else. Equality is the ability

From-I
dina for the CollO.. of Fine Ans as
the culprit for low morale and performance in some students.
"They know that we are aivilll

mosphere In the CoUeae of Fine Ans
and a lot of students ue not perpared
for the reo1 world.
Students are not ch11len1ed
onoup In tboir fltlda and the importance of KM! ••le exceUenc:e b
nnd1r1tr1111d wa>rdlD1 IO '•rctlot
Brown, I dnml maior, Who cleolm
1 more ~plliw dUCe lltd act1111

atmm:;pb1 e.

.

But drrpi• .i.111 oomm ''''• Jarvis Orw,
1WOf111• of the

•Iii•••

•

,.

King, Jr., called ''Manin Luther
King: The Dream and The Drum.••

to walk across the street and build my
own (restaurant)," he said.
· Davis aod his wife co-hosted aod coWhile at .. Howard Davis studied produced two seasons of the critical·

under Dr. Alain Locke and Sterling ly acclaimed PBS stries, "With Ossie
Brown. In 1973 he received an and Ruby'' and is presently in pro-.

Play
them the raources we have receiv-

pany to be held later this month.

chaoge.

duction on the third season in
association with WHMM-TV at
Howard.
Other roles include ''Roots: The
Next Generations'' and ''King,•• for

which he won an Emmy notttinationl.
He has also appeared al Howard
University in ''Zora Is My Naine!''
based on the works ho Zora Neale

Hurston aod directed by his wife.

-

by some odd chance you find this ar·
you're rlght .. .lt's simply a reflection

''The Slaves•• and his own ''Purlie
Victorious.••
'

photo department, said that self- . blamina outsider!' for their own
esteem cir low morale is not really the ..downfall. and that it is up 10 the stuissue. ''The_;real problem Jies in the
dent to m:O.,.i 1 c the needs of the
lack of passion and understanding
for what's needed in creativity and school and act upon those problems

are worthy of play; however, the
other ten belong in ''file 13'' or
somewhere close by.
In Sign 0 The Times, Prince at-

Brown vs. Board of EduCation which
established equal education 'for all
public schools, the struggle to

of the monumental detision o·f

Accordi111 to Davis, 1954, the date

son are strictly coincidental. And if

Humuluka, Ill, and aoy real life per·

'· Davis·CxPlained that ,socialism.ii an
economy that is not based on profit.
''As black people we should never · ''Racism is profitable,'' she said. For
forget that we wouldn't have the op- students, socialism would mean free
portunity if it wasn't for our brothers tuition aod health care aod a better
and sisters in the SO's and 60's •• chance in this world.
Davis said.
-'
At the age of 42 aod after almost
20 years of intense political activism,
The Civil Rights lnovement didn't Davis is one of the most well known
happen because Martin Luther King women in the United States. Besides
arrived in Alabama one day, she said. teaching, she is active in five
It came as a result of those who were organizations, among them the Combehind the !>Cene organizing.
munist Party USA, in which she is
''Do not wait for a charismatic the major b1aCk figure and plays a .
leader to come and lead us because leading role, she said.
there are too many things that we are
''If I could have ... chosen, I
called to do," she said.
wouldn't have sought such a public
The priority for the 21st Century life. But now I accept that role for
should be to enter the year 2000. .what it can accomplish for all of us,••
nuclear free, Davis said. But for this she said .

honorary doctorate degree from
Howard's School of Law.
He and his wife, Ruby Dee, have
three children and five grandchildren.
Davis is noted for his acting and
has appeared in such plays as ''Purple Victorious.'' of which he was
author &nd star, ''A Raisin in the
Sun'' and ''Green Pastures.'' He has
also appeared in several motion pie·
tures including ''Harry and Son,''

the slow so'ng about a seductre;s,
seems to be a favorite among Prince
fans. ''The Cross,'• a song with
religious overtones, ''Slow Love ''
''Adore••· and ''If I Was Yo~r
Girlfriend'' are ·other slow cuts that
just do not ' 'cut it."
'
It appears that six of these tuneS

becaust thier (culture) differs from

•

W&yS

"The Ballad of Dorothy Parker "

customs of their fellow Africails, they
label them u abnqrmal. This is

African
do not undcnland the

and
sou nd s
a
Jot
like tempts to return to his previous
Roxanne-Roxanne.
musical style--th~ one he used before
Among the medium tempo tunes his Controversy album.
As most of Prince's music, you
are: ''Forever In My Life, " ''Starfish
And Coffee,'' ''Hot Thing '' have to play the majority of the songs
••st range Relationship' ' and ••1i•s . 20 times or so before you convince
Gonna Be A Beautiful Night.'' All of yourself that you like it. This album
these s~ngs are pretty good, with the was okay, but of course ·WC all exexception t?f ''forever In My Life." pc:i;ted better. For $13.95, it shcluld
The beat .give~ these medium tempo be the best album in your collection.
In the words of Herbert H.
songs a nice kick, not to mention the
''honkey tonk'' sax played by Eric Humuluka, Ill, "Golly Gee, first
Leeds in ''Hot Thing'' and Lisa's there was 24ngel Heart .. .now it's
wooden flllte in ''Strange Relation- 'Sign 0 The Times. These disappointship.••
ments never cease to amaze me .'' For

has caused the number of sterlization
of black women to increase.
''If the Federal Government continues to set aside funds for fertile
sterilization and not abortion, black
women will have no choice because
ihey can't afford an abonion--and
ttfat is genocide.'' she said.

~!~·~·good edu~n forg~~•hilr
roots.
·

the student's ability to deal with self
expression," he said.

Jarvis added that the students are

Nevertheless, The Colle&e of Fine
Aru continues to artjstically Cldtibit
or perform for the enjoyment of all.

•

.

,

•
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The Abram Harris Econom ic Society is
visiting the pediatrics word at Howard
University Hospital on Saturday, April
18. Anyone who would like to volunteer

to distribute Easter baskets may contact
Dr. Houchins ot 636-7598.

•
•

Marylanders l

Final meeting held in room 156 Douglass

Holl at 6:30 sharp on Wednesday. April
,

22,

1987 .

Elections

hf'ld

and

refreshments served .

TELEMARKETING

THE CALi'FORNIA STUDENT ASSOCIATION WOULD LIKE TO THANK MR . TIM
1YRD FOR HIS PATIENCE. DEDICA.ION, AND HARD WORK ON
SHANGRA-LA, FASHION SHOW '87.
•(BETTER LATE THAN NEVER) WE
COULD NOT HAVE DONE IT WITH OUT
YOU .

Convenient Georgetown location . $6.00
per hour 1 bonuses port-time . Must be
in D.C. this summer. Coll 797-0923 .

EVENING/WEEKEND TELEPHONE
INTERVIEWERS
needed to do survey research . Permanent
porT~time FX>sifions. Great location across

from Friendship Heights metro station .

Graduating Adventist students,
Those who choose not to portcipated in
the commencement exercise due to conscience are invited to attend baccalareote
services at the First Seventh-Day Adven·
list Church Mqy 9th . Dinner will be served far the graduates, their immediate
families and close friends. Come in cop

NO SELLING! Perfect for students in·
terested in marketing or political science .

CALL 951-3496.
HELP WANTED NOW
CASHIERS, $4 .30 / hr . VENDORS,
$5.50/hr.
RELIEF MANAGERS ,
$6.25/hr. MANAGERS, SB.32/hr. Sum-

ALPHA EPSILON RHO
ond gown . Coll Betty Henry ot 726-2156
The Notional Br9odcosting Society
· if you pion to attend .
presents our Annual Installation
Ceremony and Recruitl'T)ent Seminar - FriNOTICE ,
doy, April 17th 5,00 Room 318 School
of Communications . Come Shore The
Magic .

The H.U. Choptel- of the YWCA w ill be

recruiting interested women for membersliip TOD.AY 1n·Blockburn Groundfloor

I LOQ-1,00 p.m.
tram Ca li forn10 ...
Cameo l i nger~~ present
UMGERIE FASHIONS hosted by Gigi
Tod.Qy ... Two shows !

TONIGHT .. :TONIGHT ..TONIGHT
SPRING JAM 87 "

Music by:

UNDERGROUND
PRODUCTIONS

SOUND

at the ELK 's CLUB

1884 3rd St . N.W.

'82 Hondo Accord Liftback. $4200 . Excellent condition. S88-1112.

BE THERE OR WISH YOU WERE
of
Alpha Chapter

PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY
end
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY
present
" RENAISSA ~CE

I N BLUE:
FANTASIA"

Moy - August '87
Three females willing to shore completely
Attention All Essay Contestants:
furnished a~artment .with _ce.ntral air &
W inners of the 1987 I.ea Phi let:a heat, washer dryer (1n bu1ld1ng), parkSorority Inc. FINER WOMANHOOD · ing in rear, located within walking
ESSAY 'CONTEST are :
distance from H.U . main compUS(lO
1st Place : Joyce A . Raynor
min . walk). FOR MORE INFO. Coll
2nd Place : Shonda Jones
328-9131 .

LOOKING FOR FEMALE TO SUBLEASE
APARTMENT THIS SUMMER IN HYAITSVILLE ,
MARYLAND .
RENT,
$225/MONTH, UTILITIES INCLUDED.
FOR MORE INFO. CALL, 434-4752.

of this year' s participants .

- T he Dating Game • Monday lhe

WANTED

20th

Blackbum Center Ballroom 11 7p.m.
- Jazz Nlte Tuesday the 21st

Mole Grad . student to shore furnished
(2) bedroom , (2) both, Townhouse. Rent
$300.00 per month . Utilities extra. Coll

Blackbum Center Punchout at 7p.m.

396-6519 ofter 7p .m.

• Harlem Heyday • Wednesday the .

Saturday, April 18, 1987
Clpltol Hilton Hotel

Blackbrun Center ft udltorium at

9:00 p.m. • 2:00 a.m.
r~st: $1.00 in advance

- Keys to Black Economic Advance.

22nd

for being th•re whenever;
wherever, and however , I needed you.
You kept me strong while I was going
through those tough months. Let's
alwoys remain close friends and keep the
others guessing?
Always and Forever Yours

men! - Thursday, the 23rd.
Locke Hall Auditorium 7p.m.
- LASC & SBPA Summer Picnic 117

m~mber

of the Blue
and White family for tickets.

• Sunday, the 26th
Rock Crftk Park
FREE ADMISSION ' l'O ALL
EVENTS!!!!!
I NNOVATIVE DESIGNS 636-2699

*

The Block and Gold Family

of
Iota Chapm

ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRJ.TERMITY,
IMC.

CL45.SIFIED

Announce their

Senior Send Off/ Coronation
- Sunday. Ap'ri! 19th
- Blackburn Restaurant

BUILDING FOR SALE

2·2 Bedroom apartments, seperate
dinning rooms, fire places and
seperately metered. Habitat Real

-6 p .m. -9 p.m.
Everyone is welcome tO attend
(For 1nformalron see any ALPHA)

THE CALIFORNIA STUDENT ASSOCIATION Will HOLD A MEETING, APRIL
22, 5:30 p.m., ilLACKBURN AUD . All
PERSONS INTE~ESTED IN RUNNING
FOR AN OFFICE MUST BE THERE . NO
EXCEPTIONS .

MS. MINNESOTA: · MS. NEW YORK,
MR . HARVARD, MS . HARVARD. MR.
BOSTON .
YOU ALL ARE INCREDIBLEll I JU&T
WHEN I THOUGHT THA ~ YOU HAD
ACHEIVED All THAT YOU COULD
YOU SURPASS IT ... AND WITH FLYING
COLORS I MIGHT ADD. CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU ALL .
MS. HILLTOP I AND 2

THE CALIFORNIA STUDENT ASSOCIATK)N Will HOLD ITS ANNUAL SPRING
PICNIC, SATURDAY, MAY 2. SEE
FLYERS FOR MORE DETAILS.

WANTED FOR ATTRACTIVE
LADIES TO PASS OUT CONCERT PROMOTIONAL FLYERS
JN DOWNTON WASH FOR
KLYMAXX ONE WAY SHOW.
CONTACT SHERRI AT 829-3850
TODAY!!
Engl . Bose APT . 1- Bdrm . Coe, Gas
Heat. W / W, Priv. Ent, N icE;and Secure .

.

House to Share Nice W / D .. Coe . Priv.
egtio, Secure , S375 387-2358 eve.

SUMMER JOBS
1300 Month Salaryt!
spend your summer in
Va. Beach
Turn your summer into o
rewarding experience!
16 Caribbean Trips!
Scholarship Progrqm!!
Main office - 1-804-499-4123

CALIFORNIA CLUB SUPERLATIVES·Wlll
BE AVAILABLE AT THE APRIL 22
MEETING. CALIFORNIANS VOTE FOR
THE MOST LIKELY TO ... FOR OUR UPCOMING AWARDS BANQUET.

Academic Calendar
Tt:1111 l:
Tt:1111 U:

May 18-June 23
June 29-August 4

UNC·CH olm, dW'tnl two 5~ •. . - tennt,
Cini olthl i.1111 lumtnll pl. . . .,. tn the
United Sllltel. O..r 700 courw uc tchecl·
u6edln38dllctplb0d. Atyplcllcoursa:lomd
II two 3 •..., 11ier·hour dr.·1a In nch
tllm.

TM Stttc of North Carolina, known 1or 11
buutllul mountainl and ·Adlnttc Ocun
bucha, aboundl tn llCI sional KtMts1
lhf'oulhout the 1urnmer. In IKI, Iha: U.S.
Suwr Olympics wlll be hat on UNC·CH
and other nearby uni-atty Clnlf llU In
addttton, thl Amlrtcan Denet f 'Ml Is In

,h...

. for summa Ybltlntl
~· , OIJf ··0pen
· ~ Admls1klnl PoUcy" (:-,\ _ ' n wtthoul • lhc.,.. •well.
hNrtf to tubmlt trantalpt:I. 1at 1eg ra, •"fh11 1dmll11on dol1 not obt:J 11 tht
etc.) maim postlblc . tht opportUnlty fof UnlwnttytONMtl1IH1Nds111S~ttw:
ltwllntl tom • wrlety ol ~ 10 tcadlmlc yar.
•
tttmd UNC·CH.

Dramatic,
.
Anytime, anywhere, but only you.

---~----------------------------------------~---

Somber

Ausc Mnd tM cataloQ and appUcaUon to:

P .S. Another chance coming soon?

Akecba,
Times passing quickly; only three
weeks left. I'd like to spend them
with you:t-1-need to be close to you
again. I've a feelina you have a
similiar inclination. C9uld I be right?

Str:u1
Clty _ _ _ _.:,,__ _ _ _ _ statc _ _ _ _ ZJP _ _ _ __

IWlto: S«"".-s
M, 102P11"cafyH.IJ037A
Gipe! HID. NC27514 orT•"Fh ....,.: (919) 942· 1009
1

I'll call at 8:00.
-Desperately Missing You,

(M/EEO..,_dloo)

. Attention
All School of Communications
prospective May and Dec. 1987
Graduates

27

HAVE YOU THOUGHT
ABOUT A CAREER IN
PUBLIC HEALTH?
.

The.School of Communications
Student Council

\Ve specLallze In preparing people from all aca-

demic and employment backgrounds for public
health spe<Lalttes Lallored to their lqterests.

is asking all prospective
graduates to stop by our office
beginning Monday. April 20th
to fill out the appropriate
form,s for compilation of the
Senior Directory. The directories are to be distributed at
the School of Communications
commencement program ...

lbu Can Become
A HEAIIH SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR
AN INDUSI RIAL HYGIENIST
A RESEARCHER
A TOXICOLOCIST
A BIOSTATISTICIAN
AN EPIDEMIOLOCIST
A HEALTH PHWICIST
A LABORATORY DIRECTOR
A CENETIC COUNSELOR
AN ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST
For Information, oaU 4121624-3002
•
or write I!) J15 .Panaa Hall,
Plttsbu11h, PA 15261.

Prep Courses

LSAT • MCAT • GRE

Travis P.
It' s not that your so attractive, so in- .
telligent, or so debnoir we can think of
19 OTHER QUES who ore that and
MUCH MORE. It's not thot we don't have
men of OUR OWN. The-problem is tho•

MS, O. ond whoever else DESERVE
BEITER .
WATCHING EYES
FAITH P. FROM SCRANTON
l'M SORRY. PLEASE FORGIVE ME. YOU
KNOW HOW WE CALIFORNIANS ARE
ANYWAY .
LOVE
YOUR HOULIHANS & EL TORRITOS
.
BUDDY
MR . BALT. WASH. PKWY

$525 - 369-1614 .

UNIVERSITY OF NORIH CAROIJN.\
AT
CHAPEL Hiil

- - - - - - -\.

PERSONAL

Estate 232-3973.

ALL SENIORS ARE INVITED TO A RECEPTION IN THIER HONOR SPONSORED
BY THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY
CHAPTER OF GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY. FRIDAY. MAY I , 4-B
p .m. BLACKBURN CENTER ART
GALLERY.

1987' suinmer Session

KEN

7p.m .

510.00 11 tht door

!

·rHE LIBERAL ARTS STUDENT
COUNCIL
PRESENTS ...
L.A.S.C. WEEK 1987

A spring caiHret

See any

Thank~

APARTMENT AVAILABLE

APRIL 22. 1987 at 7:00 p .m.

•

The Blue & White Fom ny

.

.Ali

Alpha Chapm would like to thank oil

( l block from Slow ·Hall) ·
•

holidoys. LEAVE MESSAGE FOR MRS.
MURPHY AT 889-3802 .

BURR POOL - FREE ADMISSION

•

•

MANAGER/DRIVER, Summer

work at warehouse in S.E. SS .SO or
$6.25/hr nego. Drive and load truck, use
calculator. Good moth skills, strong bdt:k
and good driving record required. Flexible port-time/Full-time hours to fit your
schedule. Must work weekends and

SYNCHRO 87' PRESENTS
WATER SHOW

Sponsored by The Society of Womer
Engineers - Questions? Coll 636-1806

FREE Al'M!SSIOMS.

ASST.

THE CALIFORNIA STUDENT ASSOCIATION Will HOLD ELECTIONS FOR THE
1987-88 ACADEMIC YEAR ON
WEDNESDAY , APRIL 29 . ALL INTERESTED PERSONS MUST AITEND THE
APR IL 22 MEETING .

1:30 ond 6 :00 p .m. Bethune Holl

'

mer jobs for students in snack bars and
souvenir shops along D.C . Mall . Full and
part-time openings, day and evenings
shifts. Flexible hours. Work weekends
with two weekdays off. STOREROOM

On Friday , April 17. 1987, the Abram
Horris Economic Society presents the Second Annual lnter-Collegiote_EC$nOmic
Conference . The topic is, ''The Economic
and Social Impact of Affirmative Action .''

-

.
·To my Block Borbie Doll
.

. .

GENERAL

•

•

That night was 'Hild and so sweet
Cqn we get a repeat?
My first T.O.S. was as sweet as
groin (smile).
Never to be repeated by any one
but you .
I've said it and I've meant it.
•
You're the best - I guess some
people just got it like that (smile).
PS: last Friday-Never got the phone col!
Can't help but wonder why
·

MS. BMW
ICema~.
.
It is amazing to know the various ways
one con use ice. Thanks for being there.
Your.special friend

N'ff t tilaA
'. '
•.a lilli: .'

J '
.

'"'
RL!re''
.

.- -

--

~

&.111.wtiolla.i

w10 w"""""'' .....

l'M

-

.

CMOOATE SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC' HE'AllH

~m;eC!11
a

..,.., oc Ml'

Universtty of Pittsburgh

Call any time 362-0069

HOWARD UNIVERSITY SLIMNASTICS CLU
SUMMER SESSION
MAY 4 ·JULY 9
10 WEEKS
MONDAY - THURSDAY .5:30 - 6:30
40 CLASSES COED

OFFERING:
Slimnastics Swimnastics
Aerobics Dance
Stress Mana~ement

PLUS MORE!
Register H.U. Burr Gymnasium 5:00·6:30
April 27 and 29
Fees: Non-Members $60 . Child Care Free
Members $50
Discounts Available
Students $25
Phone Debbie Johnson-636-7143 or 7142

Monique.
''You weJo me al! that a lover should
be." there's no doubt in my mind we're
headed for paradise .
Thomas

*****SPECIAL OFFER*****
$5.00 OFF WITH THIS COUPON
(SLIMNASTICS SUMMER SESSION ONLY) -

•

•
•

it's coming ...

STUDENT LEADERS WORKSHOP
Learn more about and become more proficient in ...
•Agency Relationships, Parliamentary Procedures
•University Procedures & Regulations
•Blackburn , Cram)on & General Facility Use
•Meet University Officials
•AND MUCH MORE!

•

-

April 28" & 29
Between 8 AM and 5:30 PM
For more Information, call 636-7003
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